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ABSTRACT 
 

The theme of “otherness,” against a backdrop of societal apathy, where the 

marginalized struggle to seek coping mechanisms in a tech-savvy yet increasingly 

detached world of persistent ethnic, gender, and racial injustice, formulates the crux of 

this thesis.  Human nurture helps mold humankind, but what happens when societal 

indoctrination influences, thwarts, or changes the authenticity of inorganic nurture? 

Through the art of storytelling this thesis nuances the way social ethos (the vibe or 

attitudes of a populous) marginalizes those who do not conform to gender conventions.  

The nonconformists, who rebuke such a construct, subsequently, become othered in 

society.  The injustices inflicted on such characters cause them to struggle within a 

singular world. The art of imagination through storytelling can be a mean for change. Art 

becomes an escape mechanism during the protagonists’ struggles. These novels hone art 

disciplines which help the characters cope: music in Shakespeare’s Othello; photography 

and fine art in Kincaid’s Lucy; the art of performance in Abani’s The Secret History of 

Las Vegas; and poetics amid chaos in Hamid’s Exit West. This thesis studies such a 

phenomenon where the marginalized struggle in society’s cognitive web; a cognitive web 

(rooted to apathetic, complacent filters) perpetuating the injustice for the marginalized.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Thesis under the direction of Omaar Hena, Ph.D., Professor of English.  

The theme of “otherness,” against a backdrop of societal constraints, where the 

marginalized struggle for coping mechanisms in a tech-savvy yet increasingly detached 

world of persistent ethnic, gender, and racial injustice, formulates the crux of this thesis. 

Human nurture helps mold humankind, but what happens when societal constructs like 

indoctrination, influence, thwart, or change the inorganic, authenticity of nurture? For 

example, nurture imbedded by attitudes based on laws, mores, and conventions that 

marginalizes those who do not fit or comply with convention. Those who struggle for 

placement, with the desire to change a society based on absolutes (and inequality) suffer 

the most. They become othered in society. Social conventions (which emerge from a 

culmination of laws, mores, religious tenets) create a social ethos. Social ethos defined 

as: “The characteristic spirit of a people, community, culture, or era as manifested in its 

attitudes and aspirations; the prevailing character of an institution or system” (OED). 

The social ethos remains steadfast (and intact) until enough of the populous (collectively) 

become alarmed by its weaknesses, prompting action; then, and only then, can social 

ethos (and convention) naturally reshape itself.  In this way, nurture often reflects a 

society’s conventions, unless, of course, guardians become cognizant of and combat such 

conventions (like those who try to nurture their offspring inorganically without societal 

constraints). Such creative nurture remains rare, though, because of social conditioning 

conventions (indoctrinated from birth) which formulate, define, strengthen, and 

perpetuate society’s traditions, thus, social ethos, even when rooted to injustice.  
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Through the art of storytelling, by analyzing world literature, this thesis examines 

society’s marginalizing of those who suffer from (and do not conform to) gender 

conventions. The marginalized are those that either do not acquiesce to society’s 

conventions through conformity and acceptance, or those born into (the ethnic or ruling 

class majority) who do not conform to conventions. The nonconformists who rebuke such 

a construct subsequently become othered in society.   

The focus will be on gender conventions, which stem from shared attitudes within 

society (i.e., social ethos).  In this way, conventions may then influence nurture. Citizens 

who procreate and comply to conventions (rooted to indoctrination, laws, religious tenets, 

social mores) would in avertedly inflict such traditions and ideology on their offspring. 

Unless of course, they creatively combat such ideology through inorganic nurture. 

However, inorganic nurture remains rare, and social attitudes intertwine to conventional 

nurture, resulting in a shared belief system. Those that struggle to comply with such 

conventional traditions become othered in society.  

The collective beliefs (or social ethos) of a populous usually interpret (or see) the 

world through barriers or filters of their conventions. Such filters (of dissonance and 

pacification) can then cause loss of cognizance (or awareness beyond such filters), unless 

one breaks through its constraints (inorganically). Therefore, most citizens who adhere to 

conventions become unaware that their apathetic complacency and adherence may cloud 

their clarity. Chris Abani refers to it as: “cognitive dissonance” (Abani). Such filtering 

allows his character Sunil to evade cognizance by blocking unbearable thoughts. 

Similarly, those who conform to convention often rely on apathetic complacency, as a 
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protective barrier, to make them unaware, (through pacification), to injustice or other 

worldwide problems. Those who rebuke such conventions become othered.  

The nonconformists’ (in these novels) seem to reach for coping mechanisms 

which may help unveil histories that cannot be ignored; that is, if the trajectory is to 

change. The global climate could serve to break down these barriers, to become more 

aware and more connected in this virtual reality. This thesis will seek to expose these 

barriers to perhaps ignite awareness. History runs deep; its ramifications cause many to 

suffer, even today, in a world where life becomes an everyday struggle. Especially in a 

singular world where post-colonialism ramifications prove especially troubling for those 

who suffer otherness against a backdrop of skewed, limited, or stringent nurture. The 

nonconformists become marginalized, which then precipitates a search for agency or 

solace. The nonconformist characters will be examined through textualization of the 

literature.   

Shakespeare’s Othello will open the debate of othering with the loss of a maternal 

token handkerchief (in chapter 1). Under the trope of fabric-connotation (when 

applicable), the other novels will be textualized to seek deeper understanding of the 

authors’ subversions.  Analysis of the marginalized characters in Jamaica Kincaid’s Lucy, 

Chris Abani’s The Secret History of Las Vegas, and Mohsin Hamid’s Exit West will help 

expose injustices beyond British shores. These novels have protagonists who suffer from 

their “otherness” within society, in which art and sexuality become escape mechanisms, 

possibly from their problematic nurture. The injustices inflicted on such characters cause 

them to struggle within a singular world. Conventional nurture influenced by the societal 
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constructs (of indoctrination, laws, religious tenets, and social mores) may be at the crux 

of the protagonists’ struggle.  

The art of imagination in storytelling can serve to invoke interest or change. 

These novels seem to nuance art disciplines either mentioned or mimicked, to hone or 

resolve their characters’ conflicts: music in Othello; photography and fine art in Lucy; the 

art of performance in The Secret History of Las Vegas; and poetics amid chaos in Exit 

West. 

Nurture in these novels seems to be subverted with ethics of care circumvented, 

thwarted, or unreachable. This thesis will focus on the symbolism of a forgotten 

handkerchief, with ethics of care skewed, possibly to subvert injustices for the 

marginalized, or those who do not conform to gender conventions. The characters who 

struggle with otherness will be examined under a fabric-connotation trope, (inspired by 

Othello’s lost handkerchief) to study how problematic conventional nurture might impact 

sexuality, art expression, or cognizance. Therefore, where applicable, Othello may be 

referenced in each chapter, as the thesis anchor. 

The maternal token handkerchief given to Othello by his mother (which anchors 

this thesis) causes the death of nearly everyone in the play. What was the meaning of a 

mother giving a son a handkerchief with token power in the first place? And why did he 

transfer its token power to his wife?  How might this maternal cloth be significant to 

these literary works and society as a whole? The protagonists (in these literary works) all 

seem to reach for threads of relief in the form of art. The novel itself presents a form of 

art through storytelling. Therefore, certain words threaded together may indicate a society 

lacking authentic, inorganic nurture, which may then lead to apathetic complacency in 
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those who conform to social conventions, with cognizance impaired by filters.  This 

thesis will study such a phenomenon where the marginalized reach for coping 

mechanisms in society’s cognitive web.  

When Shakespeare’s Bianca threw the handkerchief towards her lover, convinced 

he had been unfaithful, she felt jilted, unaware her actions were being misconstrued by 

those who were lurking. As the handkerchief fell, Bianca’s histrionic actions helped 

substantiate Iago’s (behind-the-scenes) clandestine fabrication of Desdemona’s infidelity 

when Othello’s love succumbs to hate.  Bianca had no idea that tossing the handkerchief 

would result in murders and suicide of nearly everyone who had already touched it. 

Interestingly, the token handkerchief, given to Othello by his mother, seems nearly the 

only direct reference to nurture in the play. But Shakespeare never delineates what 

happened to the handkerchief after Bianca tosses it toward Cassio; in fact, as a stage prop 

it would then be up to the cast members and stage manager to decide where it goes next.  

So, where is Othello’s Handkerchief? No one seems to give it a second thought—

as to its whereabouts after Bianca tossed it.  Even literary critics have not addressed the 

issue. So, does this mysterious token handkerchief have larger implications? The play 

seems to lack inorganic nurture which may be significant. The mystery of the lost 

handkerchief (rooted to inorganic nurture) will anchor the thesis, because the 

whereabouts of the mother-gifted handkerchief remains a mystery. With that in mind, 

(where applicable) the literature will be textualized through a fabric-connotation trope. 

In Chapter 2, Jamaica Kincaid’s Lucy illustrates the ramifications of a mother’s 

adherence to imperialistic conventions through the candid account of her daughter, Lucy, 

who feels unloved (because of her gender); so, she escapes the (post-colonized) West 
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Indies to find her way in a new environment, as an au pair in New York City. Lucy’s 

world changed abruptly when her brothers were born. Her mother was so affected by the 

British patriarchal order, Lucy felt the sting of dissonance because she was a girl. Kincaid 

admits that her literary works are autobiographical (Dance). She suffered such dissonance 

(at 9 years-old) when her own mother (Annie Richardson Drew) idolized her baby boys 

over Kincaid (Ross). One of the most heartfelt moments between mother and daughter 

happened before Kincaid felt her mother’s love fade: during the Dance interview, 

Kincaid recalls "a wonderful moment when I loved her most would be her swimming 

with me on her back and I could hear her heart beat” (Dance 8). This rare, tender, loving 

moment (hearing her mother’s heartbeat) happened before her brothers were born. 

Conventional nurture (embedded by British ideology) becomes significant to Lucy’s 

struggle. Through photography and fine art Lucy tries to cope and seek clarity. 

In chapter 3, Chris Abani’s Secret History of Las Vegas illustrates devastating 

effects of manifest destiny on American shores. Hidden behind the facade of neon lights 

and high-rollers lies a secret history ignored by cognitive dissonance; Abani uses the term 

“cognitive dissonance” to describe an attitude of conscience dissonance where a human 

mind deliberately blocks out things that seem uncomfortable.  His novel illustrates a 

country abandoning those suffering from the ramifications of progress; to be precise, 

ramifications from government sponsored (area 51) nuclear testing. Ramifications that 

prompt a young mother (dying of leukemia) to hang herself from a Bristlecone tree, after 

arranging for her deformed Siamese twin sons (Fire & Water) to join The Carnival of 

Lost Souls (as freaks) to subsist. Abani interweaves backstories to Apartheid 

ruthlessness, including a grappling psychiatrist (Sunil) who supports research in 
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antithesis to his own conscience.  Problematic nurture lies at the crux of the characters’ 

struggles. This chapter will hone phallic versus yoni metaphor, problematic conventional 

nurture, and the act of performance.  

In chapter 4, Hamid’s Exit West describes displacement unlike any other, when 

normalcy quickly gives way to chaos as a country crumbles, with all citizens desperately 

trying to subsist amid violence, where all become outcasts within their country of origin. 

Mysterious doors become the escape to another place on earth, with the doors rarely 

delineating its destination (or what lies on the other side). A black robe becomes 

significant to Hamid’s subversion. Other fabric-connotations, disengagement to nurture, 

and the theme of displacement seem to be central to Hamid’s message.  

 Another thread that connects these novels comes through strong female characters 

who rebuke controversial double standards of their circumstance.  Their struggles, as they 

cope with conflict, allow these authors to subvert inequities for those considered other.  

Lucy tries to escape conventional nurture, Abani’s novel seems bereft of inorganic 

nurture, and Hamid’s novel alludes to chaos without it.  All three novels seem to 

interlock through their interpretations of the marginalized.   

 Social ethos strengthened by apathetic complacency runs deep in these literary 

works as an interlocking thread. The prose aligns regarding nurture too, because ethics of 

care, mothers, and mother nature, all seem to be struggling (or stressed), on some level.  

Interestingly, all the authors experienced childhoods of avid reading into their adult years, 

with all exposed to classic English literature, yet amid simultaneous multicultural nurture. 

Such enrichment gives these authors relevance on the topic of gender conventions and 
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nurture.  The trope of fabric amid the struggle of the protagonists will be examined to 

determine any symbolic associations. 

The theme of “otherness” and nurture will be studied in these literary works to 

uncover coping mechanisms in an increasingly detached world of persistent ethnic, 

gender and racial injustice. Injustice remains steadfast despite a globalized economy; a 

global world that seems to become more detached through apathy in which 

indoctrination, laws, social mores, religious tenets, serve to purblindly imprison and 

constraint the citizens who conform, while marginalizing the others.  

 Christopher Abani illustrates such a notion when he said that: “Novels are works 

of art about being human, about individual human moments that offer readers a glimpse 

into not only the lives of others, but into their own deep pain, pain they often won’t look 

at” (TEDx Chris Abani). Ambivalence that leads to pain that many in society suffer, 

including readers. As I conduct research for this thesis, I will attempt to look at my own 

deep pain, while aware of my dissonance filters, to attempt to reach a viable conclusion. 

 These novels also seem to interlock historically. Shakespeare’s Othello will set 

the tone in chapter 1, followed by Kincaid, who illustrates struggles of post-colonialism, 

a preempting to Abani’s modern-day dilemma, bringing it forward to Hamid’s nuance to 

the now.  The now of globalization intertwining cultures, conflict, and the daily struggle 

in a technology-savvy yet unequal world.  A world still haunted by remnants of absolutes, 

laws, gender conventions, and complacency, that perpetuates injustice.  The way these 

authors hone the struggle of the human condition in a world lacking equity challenges the 

reader to dig deeper. Through these literary works, I hope to unpack, to unlock truths 

within written subtleties, in which imagination’s weaving of words may subvert injustice.
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CHAPTER 1 
LOSING THE MATERNAL 

 
  Othello’s maternal handkerchief precipitates the death of many, but not without 

human actions maneuvering (maybe, even choregraphing) its movement. 

Shakespeare’s intent may have been the handkerchief’s elusiveness.  Ian Smith 

explains that:  

The rules of ownership, safekeeping, and fidelity are established by the Egyptian 
woman, “a charmer” (l. 53). She is someone whose extraordinary powers have 
invested the handkerchief with its magical force, thereby linking the handkerchief 
to the discourse of race and witchcraft elaborated by Brabantio earlier in the play 
(1.2.62–81). Given this connection, it is not surprising that Shakespeare includes 
an important description of the handkerchief ’s fabrication or manufacture 
(3.4.66–71). A sibyl sewed it in a moment of “prophetic” and artistic “fury” (l. 
68), at the height of creative and expressive energy. (Smith 25). 

 
Given that the sibyl wove the threads in artistic “fury,” this chapter with focus on the 

play’s musicality through sexuality, nurture, and gender conventions. 

 The rhythm of “pegs that make this music” in Shakespeare’s Othello  

reverberates with furious tempo (2.2.219). Iago orchestrates a tempo or mood, using 

others as instruments or “pegs” to compose his score. Interestingly, there does seem to 

be a beat to the play’s erratic pulsating swiftness, amid its lurid language, the crudest 

notes of libido, likely called carnal desire in Shakespeare’s time. Although Iago’s 

music was metaphorical, this play seems to exude an uncanny subliminal score relative 

to its speed and lewdness. The many references to time heighten its musicality. The 

misogynistic repertoire reverberates with “she can turn, and turn, and yet go on, and 

turn again. And she can weep, sir, weep. And she's obedient, as you say, obedient” 

(4.1.285). These lines exude the beat Iago orchestrates to elude love. Although love led 

Othello and Desdemona to wed, there is no time for sex, foreplay, intimate contact or 

bliss, amid the swift, lewd tempo Iago orchestrates. The sexual act is only inferred 

through lewdness like: “an old black ram is tupping… [a] white ewe” (1.1.97). Not 
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only indicating prejudice, but bereft of love, actual intimate touch, and ecstasy. The 

lust-driven beat follows the handkerchief ’s trail. But would it serve as a “peg” in 

Iago’s score? Shakespeare may have intended the handkerchief to subvert flawed social 

mores to mock a patriarchy, deeply imbedded by injustice. 

  Othello’s maternal handkerchief becomes a cherished gift to Desdemona, and 

Iago’s prey. Subliminally, the handkerchief represents Othello because “…she so loves 

the token (For he conjured her that she should keep it) That she reserves it evermore 

about her. [She even] … talk[ed] to it” (3.3.337). She humanizes the animate object 

made from natural elements. It had a unique appearance, silken, small strawberries, 

tinted from blood of virgin maidens’  

 Othello was different too. He (accepted only for his valor as a prized soldier, 

who assimilates to Venetian society along with their creed) naturally wrestles with 

identity, stigmatized for his otherness. His obedience and otherness serve as precursors 

for entangled identification, and a vulnerable “peg” for Iago’s orchestration. Stigma of 

his appearance when stripped of valor, since Desdemona “loved him for the dangers he 

had passed,” not only creates muffled identify but psychological trauma or “chaos,” 

bravado to Iago’s music (1.3.193). Desdemona defied convention, escaping with him 

secretively, “A gross revolt” (1.1.149). (“She had eyes and chose” Othello over “the 

wealthy curled darlings of” Venetian society (3.3.220, 1.2.87). Such were the 

vulnerabilities on the staff for Iago’s composition, “pegs,” upping tempo, stirring 

emotions, like turbulent winds that won the war; however, the winds were mother 

nature’s natural music. 

Natural elements were part of health and wellbeing during Shakespeare’s time, 

based on the Greek ideology of the four humors which indicated temperament. As a 

valiant solider, Othello would have more propensity to the yellow and black biles, 

humors symbolizing earth and fire, melancholic and choleric temperament. But such a 
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demeanor made him overly passionate in all contemplations, which Iago plays. 

Desdemona, on the other hand, exuded temperament of the phlegm and blood, 

symbolizing water and air, youthful sensitivity, and a more introverted temperament. 

The handkerchief was created by all four elements of earth, fire/sun, water, and 

air/blood. Iago’s music depended on deceit and manipulation of their emotions, but he 

could not conduct the handkerchief or its tokenism. 

The intrigue behind the word handkerchief seems to add to the play’s pace 

and tempo, especially when broken down and inverted. Kerchief was a piece of fabric 

to cover the head and a handkerchief was also used to wipe the nose or face. The 

word head and nose were often used in phallic expression to infer to an erect penis, as 

when Othello said “O I see that nose of yours… I shall 

throw it” (4.1.60). Iago’s beat resounds in “noses, ears, lips, is’t possible? Confess—

handkerchief, O Devil!” (4.1.50). The handkerchief becomes the confession for Othello. 

“Handker” is pronounced “hanker” with a silent “d,” and hanker means lust or strong 

desire, and (according to OED) chief can mean head; leader; authoritative figure; 

primary; key; paramount; or prominence. Inverted, chief before hanker, the maternal 

token could be a figure of intense desire. After all, the handkerchief dictates the play’s 

direction, paramount to its overriding theme of lust and alleged betrayal—the lifeblood 

or a “peg” to Iago’s musical orchestration. 

In fact, all the main characters seem to have a strong desire for something: Iago 

desires higher rank; Emilia desires women to be like men; Cassio hankers 

reinstatement; Roderigo lusts for Desdemona; Bianca lusts for Cassio; and Othello 

hankers for Desdemona’s virtue. Ironically, the handkerchief passes through nearly 

everyone’s hands. Such intense desire or hankering provides the right notes for erratic 

tempo orchestration; after all, every female is called a whore more than once, and 

nearly all the men fear being made a cockhold.  Iago feels cheated by the state in a 
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stratified society where he cannot get ahead, even exclaiming, “if the balance of our 

lives had not one scale for reason to poise another for sensuality, the blood and 

baseness of our natures would conduct us to most preposterous notions, our carnal 

stings, (our) unfitted lusts—” (1.3.368).  

So, Iago uses this logic in musical scale for a composition of lust and betrayal 

to furious tempo, playing Othello to the point of madness. Iago brilliantly conducts and 

orchestrates, pitching untruths, stealing (by manipulating his wife), then planting the 

handkerchief.  Orchestration that convinces Othello of Desdemona’s betrayal, with the 

handkerchief as the lynchpin. Cassio desiring a duplicate and Bianca’s throwing it 

back, heightens Iago’s music, but both were beyond his orchestration. 

The handkerchief must have been unique and exotic for Cassio to want a 

duplicate. Interestingly, most literary critics have assumed it was a white handkerchief 

even though nothing in the plays dialogue indicate such.  To the contrary, because: 

When spurred on by Iago to anger and jealousy over the missing handkerchief, 
Othello laments, “O it comes o’er my memory, / As doth the raven o’er the 
infected house” (4.1.20–21). Clearly, his raven comparison indicates that 
throughout the play Othello conceives of the handkerchief as black. By contrast, 
the seemingly unanimous view among critics regarding the presence of a white 
handkerchief should alert us to the habits that inform our reading practices (Smith 
28). 
 
When Othello discloses the lost handkerchief's tokenism, Desdemona suffers 

bewilderment, a pivotal point, since she also begins to question the social construct of 

the state, as well as the state of her emotions. During her conversation with Emilia, the 

play’s tempo finally begins to change. Lewd rhetoric is replaced by words like 

“fragility” and “sport,” changing the play’s tone (4.3.112). When Desdemona sings the 

song of Willow, a song from the maiden Barbary, it sheds light on Desdemona’s strife 

but also her enlightenment. The maternal solace of the song becomes an awakening, a 

shift changer, as a new tempo takes over the score when she hears a knock, but “It’s the 

Wind,” subliminally, silencing Iago’s orchestration (4.3.58). Natural forces of nature, 
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the wind, take over tempo. The wind may also symbolize an epiphany. This soothing 

song slows down the speed of the play through clarity, as Desdemona’s wrestles with 

mistreatment of women by a flawed paradigm. Emilia tells her to “let husbands know 

their wives have sense like them” (4.3104). Women have “affections, desires for sport, 

and fragility, as men have” (4.3.112). 

Othello had been used by the state, even Iago knew it when he said: “the 

business of the state does him offense (And he does chide with you). Tis but his 

humor” (4.2.195). He had played Othello’s choleric temperament through deceit. 

Desdemona had admitted that “men’s natures wrangle with inferior things,” but she 

loved Othello even amid “his stubbornness, his cheeks, and frowns” ((4.2.195). She 

had added a line to the Willow song: “Let nobody blame him, his scorn I approve” 

(4.3.56). But after her epiphany, Desdemona sees some clarity—Othello and her faith 

were slipping away, which may be why she said that “I have none” [Lords], “Nor 

answers have I none” (4.2.119). She was likely troubled by his desire for repentance, 

but she forgave him, “arraigning his unkindness with [her] soul (3.4173). She blamed 

herself, perhaps from her phlegmatic temperament, but she hoped the whole flawed 

paradigm would change when she said: “not to pick bad from bad, but by bad mend” 

(4.3.117). 

The social mores the tragedy subverts remain problematic in today’s popular 

culture. But Shakespeare likely wanted this play to be more than titillating. He may 

have meant its crude tempo to subvert gender and racial inequity, and he did just that. 

It depicts how empty lust is without love. The play affectively subverts a social order, 

or chief, that hankers after citizens for obedience, coercion to fight for the state or 

become a husband’s “perfect chrysolite” (or possession), like Othello and Desdemona 

(5.2.176). The state’s desire for valor but distaste for otherness and non-obedient 

women reverberates in Emilia’s: “I will speak as liberal as the north” winds (5.2.261). 
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Brio takes over tempo through Emilia’s gumption—she asserts, “Tis proper I obey him 

but not now” (5.2.233). Emilia’s audacity to shake the “pegs that make this music” 

silence her husband’s orchestrated deceit (2.2.219). Brio outplays him. It changes the 

tune altogether. The tempo went from lewd and erratic to penetratingly sublime. By 

the close of the play, the handkerchief may be blowing in the wind to nature’s music. 

However, this handkerchief was at the crux of the tragedy, costing many their lives. 

Why did his mother give him the handkerchief with token powers? Why did its 

tokenism involve controlling behavior? Could the reverberation of a lost handkerchief 

blowing in the wind have larger implications?  Considering the social construct, Smith 

makes a valid point of its symbolism rooted in ethnic, racial, and gender injustice:  

A sibyl’s prophetic utterance, portending destruction and social chaos, inspired 
the construction of the specially handcrafted handkerchief and anticipated in the 
textile’s color and design the tragic consequences attendant on the socially 
destabilizing interracial union (Smith 25). 
 
When Bianca threw it back to Cassio, (Shakespeare, perhaps deliberately) never 

discloses its whereabouts, which remain a mystery. Where is Othello’s handkerchief 

now? With the handkerchief blowing freely, no longer a false mask of betrayal, it may 

symbolize a shroud lifted from unfair social conventions--free to blow in the wind, 

exposing the wicked construct. It may also infer freedom of virgins’ hearts. The state 

called Othello “valiant” who was “far more fair than black” (1.3.331). This type of 

discourse hones Shakespeare’s subversion when a seeming compliment becomes 

synonymous to an overt insult. However, the tragedy also provides clarity with 

Othello’s counterpoint: “I have done the state some service…[but] “no more of that” 

(5.2.398). He gave them valor but would no longer be their pawn.  

Othello was used by the state and Emilia was murdered for telling the truth.  She 

was murdered for being a woman who spoke the truth. She was murdered for 

outplaying her husband. The state that hankered to sustain stratified oppression 
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(through soldiers and obedient wives) was a social order that led to a bitter end. The 

bitter end—a sublime melody—Iago silenced, but amid a still persistent social 

structure of injustice. But will a discarded handkerchief’s threads haunt? 

Smith makes a compelling argument that the handkerchief was most likely black 

silk, and not white in color: 

What has not been sufficiently explored among scholars is the color of the cloth 
which, following the textual details given, would be dyed black: that is, a dark 
color resembling Othello’s skin and not the white so often presumed by 
commentators to point to a series of tropes connoting Desdemona’s sexuality… 
Moreover, Shakespeare’s text makes a salient point that should not be overlooked: 
in a series of references identifying the cloth industry especially in relation to 
handkerchief manufacture—sewing, embroidery, silk production, and dyeing—
the designation “dyed” points directly to the addition of color, not the neutral or 
natural white of the cloth Dyed” does not simply mean something general like 
“soaked” but specifically refers to the process of dyeing cloth so that it appears 
other than white (Smith 24) 
 

Smith’s point about the word “dye,” (which means to dye fabric and change its hue), 

could not, therefore, produce white, or even colorless (yellowish) silk . . .  So, begins 

the handkerchief conundrum. Furthermore, the mummified liquid from maidens’ hearts 

would be nearly black in color, making the silk rather dark, and likely matching 

Othello’s skin (Smith).  

Besides, a black handkerchief with red strawberries would be far more exotic, 

sought after, and beautiful, symbolizing the love between Othello (the Moor) and 

Desdemona (the Venetian).  A lost handkerchief, amid a social ethos (imbedded in 

racial and gender injustice) propelled by apathetic complacency, does create a problem. 

An inorganic maternal gift forgotten—and the only relic Othello had to his lineage. So 

begins the haunt of Othello’s handkerchief . . .  What could this mean and where is it 

now? 
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CHAPTER 2 
  ESCAPING THE MATERNAL 

 

Othello’s keepsake handkerchief, possessing tokenism from his Moorish lineage, 

aligns to Lucy’s West Indies home, a place also pillaged and economized by an Empire. 

Author Jamaica Kincaid’s nuances of West Indies’ traditions likewise hone the exotic—

like the medicinal uses of its indigenous herbs: Lucy recalls when her mother, 

Without telling me exactly how I might miss a menstrual cycle…[she] had shown 
me which herbs to pick and boil, and what time of the day to drink the potion they 
produced, to bring on a reluctant period. She had presented the whole idea to me 
as a way to strengthen the womb, but underneath we both know that a weak 
womb was not the cause of a missed period. She knew that I knew, but we 
presented to each other a face of innocence and politeness and even went so far as 
to curtsy to each other at the end (Kincaid 71). 
 

 This passage not only hones the natural elements of the West Indies, it simultaneously 

exposes a social ethos of an Empire rooted to British conventions, in skirting the truth 

followed by the curtsy.     

Jamaica Kincaid hoped to touch her readers existentially.  Kincaid describes it as 

the thoughts that run through the mind just before going to bed, of “who am I,” or “what 

am I” (Franklin PBS).  Identity for the marginalized like her protagonist, Lucy, can often 

lead to an existential journey. Escaping the maternal becomes Lucy’s quest, with fabric 

references helping her seek reprieve.  During Lucy’s struggle Kincaid uses textile 

references to help Lucy seek meaning or autonomy.  Interestingly, it may subliminally 

circle back to Othello’s maternal handkerchief because Lucy tries to lose all remnants to 

the maternal.  In fact, Lucy’s troubled mother-daughter relationship prompting her 

escape, mirrors Kincaid, who experienced a strained, lifelong relationship with her 
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mother (Annie Richardson Drew). In this way, Lucy becomes emblematic to Kincaid 

herself.  

 The maternal lies at the crux of any existential journey, because the connection to 

one’s birth mother seems the only absolute regarding origin. Lucy tries to escape the 

maternal by leaving her island home to be an au par in New York City.  She fears its lack 

of opportunity, and like many during adolescence, when the going gets tough, they often 

blame their mother. However, Kincaid’s strained relationship with both of her parents 

lasted a lifetime; perhaps, the reason the character she creates (Lucy) experiences the 

same nurture elusiveness.  Lucy did not want to be stuck living in poverty and toil like 

her mother.  A destitute life of cooking and cleaning in a post-colonial poverty-stricken 

construct.  Lucy thoughts expose the coercive struggle when she “sat on…[her] bed, the 

despair of a Sunday in full bloom… [She] thought: I am alone in the world, and I shall 

always be this way—all alone in the world (Kincaid 93).   

On the day Kincaid was born on May 25, 1949, in Saint John’s, Antigua 

despotism had already taken a toll on the island culture, with ramifications of the British 

Empire intertwined to nearly everything. So much so, even the name of the town “Saint 

John’s” reflects Christianized colonization, and Kincaid was born with a very English 

name, Ellen Potter Richardson. Kincaid’s had a lifelong mother-daughter struggle with 

her mother (Annie), perhaps from her mother’s adherence to British tradition. Kincaid 

creates the same dilemma for Lucy.  Lucy tries to escape nurture to evade such British 

indoctrination but discovers its remnants everywhere (like a threading or frayed fabric). 

Lucy addresses the issue of British religious indoctrination through her dread of Sundays:  

I did not like Sundays, and this one was not an exception. I could not believe this 
feeling about Sundays had followed me halfway across the world. I could not 
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explain it, this feeling. What exactly was Sunday meant to be? Always on that day 
I felt such despair I would have been happy to turn into something as useful as a 
dishrag (Kincaid 89).   

Dishrag references a wet dirty piece of cloth (a textile) used over, and over again. Lucy’s 

despair, the feeling of entrapment under laws and tenets subjected by her circumstance 

led her to prefer to be a piece of fabric to clean up messes. Perhaps, to wipe away the 

coercive (spoon-fed) religious tenets, social mores, and customs—the coercive (spoon-

fed) indoctrination—coercive British tradition to perpetuate injustice.  Indoctrination to 

control those subjected to poverty (as a result of colonized pillaging), whereby Britain 

attempts to pacify and control islanders through cognitive dissonance (or coercion of their 

laws, their decorum, their religious tenets); nevertheless, it is a brilliant scheme, because 

many (Like Kincaid’s mother Annie) obey because they do not want to defy God.   

 But Lucy senses the cognitive web, alluding to the widespread ramifications of 

British colonialism in this passage:  

When I was at home, in my parents’ house, I used to make a list of all the things 
that I was quite sure would not follow me if only I could cross the vast ocean that 
lay before me; I used to think that just a change in venue would banish forever 
from my life the things I most despised. But that was not to be so. As each day 
unfolded before me, I could see the sameness in everything; I could see the 
present take a shape—the shape of my past (Kincaid 90). 

Lucy’s pain causes an “unfolding” of subliminal cloth to process the notion of universal 

inequity. The British indoctrination she had experienced at her island home was likewise 

unfolding in front of her, across the sea in New York City, where she now stood.  This 

“unfolding” allows her to sense universal inequity. Days and circumstances seemed 

unchanged despite her sojourn.  The self-assured, witty Lucy tries to escape the injustice 

of colonization (and conventional nurture) but its ramifications seemed to be everywhere. 
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To combat this construct Lucy defies female subservience, as a nonconformist, 

and she turns to the weaving of words to cope. This weaving of words to cope were the 

writer’s words, Kincaid’s words, who had a troubled relationship with her own mother. In 

fact, Lucy’s literature choices like Paradise Lost, Shakespeare plays, and Brontë novels 

reflect Kincaid herself. Words threaded together to subvert Britain’s inequitable rule. 

Lucy chose Paradise Lost over the Bible in her existential struggle. In fact, her mother 

tells Lucy that: “I named you after Satan himself. Lucy, short for Lucifer. What a 

botheration since the moment you were conceived” (Kincaid 152). 

  Lucy’s assertive nature gives her the strength to speak her mind inasmuch as 

Lucifer in Paradise Lost.  Although Lucy’s mother calls her “a botheration,” her defiance 

gives her the wherewithal to keep fighting.  In this way, she aligns to Shakespeare’s 

Emilia, while her traditional mother might align more so to Desdemona.  Ironically, 

Kincaid’s mother Annie defied her father by marrying a man against his wishes, and both 

fathers disown their daughters (Desdemona and Annie) after they wed.  Although both 

married the men of their choice, they were still (for the most part) conformists, 

subservient to their husbands within the bounds (and bars) of conventional nurture. 

Lucy’s strong disposition makes sense because Kincaid’s intellect surpasses most. 

She was a top ranked student, even able to read at three, and her mother even fanned 

Kincaid’s age to five so she could attend school (earlier).  At sixteen, Kincaid was sent 

away to be a “servant” in New York as an au par, because “her parents could not afford 

so many children,” after the birth of her brothers (Ross). Kincaid creates Lucy’s journey 

similarly, but Lucy departs by choice (Ross). 
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 During Lucy’s journey literature recollection helps her cope. Not the large 

encyclopedia books that Mariah puts in front of her, but the fiction she had read. She 

references writings of Shakespeare and the Brontës.  Interestingly, although Jane Eyre 

and Lucy fall under the Bildungsroman tradition, they both include autobiographical 

nuances in their literary works. In other words, both Kincaid and Charlotte Brontë’s 

Bildungsroman novels deeply reflect their own lives.  Dance claims that “when Kincaid 

was asked at a reading at Queens College (City University of New York) how much of 

her writing is autobiographical, [Kincaid] responded that all of it was autobiographical, 

even the punctuation” (Dance 8). 

Kincaid herself identified with Charlotte Brontë as well as her character Jane 

because of the “sensitivities of having to be an English girl” (Franklin). “Having to be” 

alludes to coercive decorum amid laws and social mores that constrict, demean, and 

control.  Interesting, Dance (who wrote “Emily and Annie: Doris Lessing's and Jamaica 

Kincaid's Portraits of the Mothers They Remember and the Mothers That Might Have 

Been”) parallels Lansing and Kincaid’s troubled mother-daughter relationships. Although 

Lansing came from a white colonizing family, and Lucy a black colonized family, the 

two writers are eerily similar and so were their mothers (Dance 1). Dance describes their 

mothers: 

No two figures could be more different than Lessing’s mother, Emily Maude 
McVeagh Tayler, and Kincaid's mother, Annie Victoria Richardson Drew, one a 
member of the colonizer's class, the other a member of the colonized class; one 
White, the other Black; one a British citizen who migrated to Southern Rhodesia, 
the other a Dominican who migrated to Antigua. And yet their lives are marked 
by unbelievable parallels, which are recorded in the oeuvre of their famous writer-
daughter (Dance 1). 
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Their mutuality likely comes from the restrictive British tradition that marginalized 

women; in that respect, the mothers would have nearly identical ideologies, since they 

conformed. Dance confirms the prudish British tradition (marginalizing woman) with 

Kincaid’s “mother [Annie who] often cautioned her against growing up to be the slut you 

are so bent on becoming" (Dance 9). Interestingly, this British tradition that aligns these 

two mothers, may also be why Kincaid felt alignment to Charlotte Brontë̈, because they 

were nonconformers, and subverted British traditions through their writing. To defy such 

stricture, Kincaid and Brontë felt compelled to change their names when publishing their 

novels, and most likely why her protagonist Lucy also struggles with name identity 

 Lucy recalls that “In my own mind, I called myself other names:  Emily, 

Charlotte, Jane. They were the names of authoresses whose books I loved” (Kincaid 149). 

Interestingly, she places the protagonist “Jane” in the same light as her creator, 

“Charlotte” Brontë̈. Most likely, because Jane was created by and a reflection of 

(Charlotte) Brontë̈, who Kincaid adores. Kincaid may use the Jane correlation to unfold 

an Empire’s indoctrination, and through Lucy she exposes the dilemma.  After all, in Jane 

Eyre’s era Jane would have been considered a renegade inasmuch as Lucy.  So, it seems 

logical to touch on Brontë’s era, especially because Kincaid attributes her with being 

“inspirational” to her writing, and they were both subversive non-conformers (Franklin). 

Kincaid’s ideology aligns to Brontë’s rebuke of Britain’s subservient attitude of women.  

  Through the Oxford Handbook of British Philosophy in the Nineteenth-

Century, Barbara Caine explains that: “fiction is particularly significant … [for] women 

writers. It is in novels that one finds the most extensive and nuanced discussions of the 

‘woman question’… [or] the difficulties faced by women needing employment and 
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contrasted rational and educated women with their uneducated and irrational mothers, 

sisters, and aunts in ways that left no doubt as to which were the more desirable” (Cain 

385).  Brontë was raised by an aunt, and Kincaid was forced to leave her mother after the 

birth of her brothers.  Both were well educated, neither had maternal guidance when they 

became writers, and both would publish under pseudonyms for privacy, given Britain’s 

gender constraints.   

 Kincaid subverts the British attitude toward women with Lucy’s interaction with 

Mariah, when flowers become subliminal cloth: 

Mariah placed the flowers before me and told me to smell them. I did, and I told 
her that this smell made you want to lie down naked and cover your body with 
these petals so you could smell this way forever. When I said this, Mariah opened 
her eyes wide and drew in her breath in a mock-schoolmistress way, and then she 
laughed so hard she had to put the vase of flowers down, for she was afraid she 
would break it. This was the sort of time I wished I could have had with my 
mother, but, for a reason not clear to me, it was not allowed (Kincaid 60). 

British prudish restraint against such candid behavior “was not allowed,” and Lucy helps 

Kincaid subvert the restrictive British construct that had restrained her mother so. 

 The writing convention itself was deeply imbedded by patriarchal allegiance, as 

noted by literary critics, Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar, who claim that the writing “pen 

[of Brontë’s era] was a metaphorical penis” (Gilbert 3). They reference a few declarations 

of the era to strengthen their analogy; Poet R. W. Dixon said: “The artist’s most essential 

quality, is [the] masterly execution, which is a kind of male gift, and essentially marks off 

men from women … [in other words], the male quality is the creative gift” (Gilbert 4); 

and John Hopkin’s letter to Canon Dixon states that: “a woman that attempts the pen is a 

presumptuous creature, she is absolutely unredeemable: no virtue can outweigh the fault 

of her presumption because she has grotesquely crossed boundaries dictated by Nature 
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(Gilbert 8). To “cross those boundaries dictated by nature” was just the thing that Brontë 

and Kincaid defied and subverted through their prose. Brontë beat nomenclature at its 

own game, by publishing under a male pseudonym but written from a female’s 

perspective (from the yoni of creative imagination rather than the phallic). Kincaid 

admires Brontë because she also experiences discrimination against female writers.  

Critic Vackermann describes the gender imbalance from the word history itself, pointing 

out that: 

The protagonist is thus subject to multiple manifestations of history, first History 
with a capital letter, the legitimized colonial narrative that is considered a norm, 
secondly, from the point of intersectionality and negotiations between feminism 
and womanism, the protagonists faced with a masculinist discourse operated 
through his-story, and ultimately her being is informed by the Caribbean lived 
experience that moves in a cyclical manner in contrast to the linearity of the 
European discourse (Vackermann 97). 

 Despite these obstacles, Kincaid and Brontë published under pseudonyms, and 

Kincaid later legally changed her name (by choice). Ironically, both Brontë and Kincaid 

feared failure as writers but by changing their names it gave them the anonymity they 

sought.  Kincaid feared failure as a writer in a “society that did not hire black women” 

(Franklin). Cain claims that Charlotte Brontë (and other female writers of her time) were 

interested and wrote through their “exploration of sexual double standards and in their 

insistence on women’s intellectual and spiritual yearning for knowledge and for the 

freedom to follow their own wishes and desires… [through their] intellectual, spiritual, 

and emotional hunger of characters like Jane Eyre” (Cain 385).  In many ways, Lucy 

could represent a modern-day version of Jane Eyre.  Surprisingly, Kincaid even feared 

rejection of her parents as a writer (Franklin). 
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 However, despite these obstacles, ego resiliency led Kincaid to a successful career 

at The New Yorker under her new name of Jamaica Kincaid (Ross).  Similarly, Brontë 

made the choice to publish under male authorship for relevance in a male dominated 

industry. Lucy hints of Britain’s Empire when she thought: “the place from where I came 

from was a dominion of somewhere else” (Kincaid 39). Lucy’s substantiates the 

persistent discrimination against women in her closing thoughts while thinking of her 

mother’s letters:  

For I felt that if I could put enough miles between me and the place from which 
that letter came, and if I could put enough events between me and the events 
mentioned in the letter, would I not be free to take everything just as it came and 
not see hundreds of years in every gesture, every word spoken, every face? 
(Kincaid 31). 
 

 Lucy literally senses the indoctrination and inequity from British Imperialism “in 

every gesture, every word spoken, and every face” in “her ancestry’s Foul Deed” 

(Kincaid 135). Her “hundreds of years” reference refers directly to British Imperialism, 

their “foul deed” to colonize, to monopolize, to indoctrinate.  In “every gesture, every 

word spoken, every face,” it may subliminally reference a societal disconnect (like 

automatons or lemmings blinded by apathetic complacency), where many seem to 

purblindly support unfairness. The apathetic complacency even affects her mother, who 

seems unaware of the injustices she suffers. With such adherence to tradition, apathetic 

complacency fuels injustice, allowing it to perpetuate.  Lucy admits to a girl’s “being 

expected to succumb to rules” (Kincaid 133). Her mother obeyed the rules. Lucy said her 

mother acted like a “Saint” but all she really “wanted was a mother” (Kincaid 127). This 

substantiates the unhealthy effects of a patriarchy’s coercive laws and tenets. 
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 Lucy’s frustration with such a dynamic led her to escape her mother.  She senses 

universal support of discrimination through society’s lack of cognizance. Lucy’s 

comment: “in every gesture, every word spoken, every face” proves pivotal, because it 

describes the British influence that appears to have spread everywhere, to all colonized 

and developed countries affected by its imperialistic expansion. She could not escape the 

inequity even after her sojourn, from British imperialism to manifest destiny, even across 

oceans, Lucy suggests that the coercive injustice against her gender seems universal. 

  In her misery, Lucy often relies on her imagination to cope, but British tradition 

found imagination problematic too.  Kincaid was likely familiar with such tradition 

because of her kindred connection to Brontë̈. Jennifer Gribble through her studies of 

Brontë̈’s creation of Jane’s imagination, refers to the novel's first critic, G. H. Lewes, 

who stated that there is “evidence that Charlotte Brontë sees the imagination as a 

consoling escape from the realities of life” (Gribble 2).  British social ethos even 

stigmatized the notion of imagination, because “during the early to mid-nineteenth 

century, the majority of psychologists commonly associated any state of imaginative 

withdrawal, such as daydream, reverie, trance, and fiction reading, with a lack of inner 

regulation and moral weakness, even with immorality” (Tressler 4).  

 Kincaid most likely knew of this warped British perspective, so her protagonist 

Lucy constantly daydreams thinking about past experiences.  Like when Lucy “Without 

wanting to, … [she] would imagine that there was someone or something where there 

was nothing… [She] was reminded of home. [She] was reminded that … [she] came from 

a place where there was no such thing as a “real” thing, because often what seemed to be 

one thing turned out to be altogether different” (Kincaid 54). This whole concept of 
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something seeming one way and then another may allude to British restraint, often 

concealed by society’s hypocrisy, in which citizens were one way publicly, and perhaps 

struggling privately or internally. Lucy experienced such an inner struggle. 

 Lucy ’s imagination also causes her to suffer nightmares. One dream may 

correlate to (and subvert) British indoctrination.  It was dream she had following a poem 

recital at the Queen Victoria Girls’ School.  It was about daffodils, a flower she had never 

seen.  She confesses that: “I was then at the height of two-facedness; that is, outside I 

seemed one way, inside I was another; outside false, inside true” (Kincaid 18). She 

recited the poem perfectly, but inside “she was taking a vow to erase from her mind, line 

by line, every word of that poem” (Kincaid 18).  But that night Lucy had a nightmare: 

I dreamt that I was being chased down a narrow, cobbled street by bunches and 
bunches of those same daffodils that I had vowed to forget, and when finally I fell 
down from exhaustion they all piled on top of me, until l was buried deep 
underneath them and was never seem again (Kincaid 18).  

Lucy’s dream may symbolize loss of self when forced to conform; in other words, British 

indoctrination may lead to murder of self, so loss of cognizance, or loss of identity. These 

unknown flowers buried her alive, as if to be smothered by a cloth blanket. So once again 

Kincaid infuses an interpretive fabric reference, or textile, to add to her story’s textuality.  

 Lucy also experiences a reoccurring symbolic dream involving her mother’s 

madras handkerchief:  

There was a present for me wrapped up in one of my mother’s beautiful madras 
head-kerchiefs. I did not know what the present itself was, but it was something 
that would make me exceedingly happy; the only trouble was that it lay at the 
bottom of a deep, murky pool, and no matter how much water I bailed out I 
always woke up before I got to the bottom (Kincaid 87).  
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This inability to reach the handkerchief no matter how much water she bails out alludes 

to unattainability regarding happiness. It suggests that extreme happiness can never be 

reached.   

Interestingly, this maternal handkerchief may circle back to Othello’s maternal 

handkerchief. Two mother-gifted handkerchiefs missing or unreachable, as if lost in the 

abyss. Both were silken, made from mother nature’s elements. Othello’s mother’s 

handkerchief had a unique appearance; small strawberries tinted from the blood of virgin 

maidens’ hearts. Shakespeare must have had subversion at the crux of this bizarre claim. 

Really? Woven strawberries made crimson from the blood of maidens’ hearts? Is that 

even fathomable? After all, the only possibility of such would mean that the maidens 

were dead before the fabric was woven. And the tokenism Shakespeare attributes to the 

handkerchief also seems a bit farfetched. A promise to keep a son from philandering. Yet 

Othello applies the tokenism to a female, his wife, Desdemona, who also dies a virgin.  

Othello had said to Desdemona, “And it was dyed in mummy “which the skillful / 

Conserved of maidens’ hearts” (Shakespeare) 3.4.86–87). And Lucy’s mother’s 

handkerchief was unreachable. Two elusive maternal handkerchiefs. Perhaps, a parallel 

can be drawn to Britain’s marginalizing of women—maternal cloth lost and unreachable. 

Or mother nature may be speaking. Shakespeare may have had the handkerchief go 

missing as an epitaph to the virgins whose blood crimsoned the threads. Perhaps the fruit 

reference symbolizes mother nature. After all, the inorganic aspects of the 

handkerchief—its threads— could become one with the soil. Othello said, “the worms 

were hallowed that did breed the silk” (Shakespeare 3.4.85). Shakespeare’s may imply 

that the lost virgins did not die in vain, they could be speaking through mother nature 
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now, haunting Britain’s tainted soil, indefinitely. A landscape forever haunted by the 

iniquities of an Empire. Lucy’s unreachable handkerchief strengthen the haunt through an 

Empire’s resilience.  

 Lucy’s gender conundrum reaches intensity when she studies the life of an artist 

(Paul Gauguin) whose oil paintings she admires. Lucy remembers that: 

[Mariah] had wanted me to see some paintings by a man, a French man, who had 
gone halfway across the world to live… He had been a banker living a 
comfortable life… [but] he left…and went to the opposite part of the world, 
where he was happier. I don’t know if Mariah meant me to, but immediately I 
identified with the yearnings of this man; I understood finding the place you are 
born in an unbearable prison and wanting something completely different… I 
wondered about the details of his despair, for I felt it would comfort me to know. 
Of course, his life could be found in the pages of a book; I had just begun to 
notice that the lives of men always are. He was shown to be a man rebelling 
against an established order he had found corrupt; and even though he was 
doomed to defeat—he died an early death—he had the perfume of the hero about 
him. I was not a man; I was a young woman from the fringes of the world, and 
when I left my home, I had wrapped around my shoulders the mantle of a servant 
(Kincaid 95). 

Lucy’s thoughts may represent a crescendo moment, in which she (as a marginalized 

woman) could not seek the same freedom that he had as a man.  She communicates this 

through subliminal reference to fabric, a textile wrapping around her, constricting her 

shoulders, confining and defining her as a female servant.  For her freedom she must 

serve, whereas, his despair led to heroism. And “his life could be found in the pages of a 

book” Lucy thought, substantiating the double standard (Kincaid 95).  

 Lucy admits to herself that her struggle began when she suffered rejection by her 

mother, who idolizes her “boy children” over Lucy, a mere daughter.  Her mother held 

high hopes that one of her sons would attend a university and become successful. Textile 

references helped spawn memories when Lucy recalls: “the white of the chemise… [her] 
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mother embroidered for the birth of…[her] second brother, and the “navy blue sailor 

suit… [her] first brother wore when…[her] father took him to a cricket match” (Kincaid 

131).  These threads that defined the atmosphere she lived in led to her escape.  She felt a 

stark difference in her mother’s regard just after her brothers were born. She knew her 

gender held her back, ideology embedded by the ideologies of British decorum. Her own 

mother’s apathetic complacency may have contributed to her unfair treatment toward her 

daughter. To a daughter who no longer felt loved.  

 Lucy’s assertiveness led her to forgo Nursing School in New York, secure a job, 

and depart Mariah.  She knew that: “Whatever… [her] future held, nursing would not be 

a part of it” (92). Lucy’s frustration over gender injustice comes through her innermost 

thoughts: 

I had to wonder what made anyone think a nurse could be made of me. I was not 
good at taking orders from anyone, not good at waiting on other people. Why did 
someone not think that I would make a good doctor or a good magistrate or a 
good someone who runs things? As a child I had always been told what a good 
mind I had, and though I never believed it myself, it allowed me to cut quite a 
figure of authority among my peers (Kincaid 92). 

Lucy’s bewilderment over the social ethos that framed her as a nurse rather than a more 

challenging role subverts the gender imbalance.  

 The gender imbalance also makes her long for her mother. She soon realizes she 

can never escape the thread to her mother. After all, her mother had told her that: “You 

can run away, but you cannot escape the fact that I am your mother, my blood runs in 

you, I carried you for nine months inside me” (Kincaid 90).  After just six months away, 

she longs for maternal essence even though she “was only half a year free of some almost 

unbreakable bonds” (Kincaid 90). The key word “almost” indicates that this thread to her 

mother can never break. She admits that her “feeble attempts…to draw a line between” 
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she and her mother could not sever their bond which was “life in a prison whose bars 

were stronger than any iron imaginable (Kincaid 90).  The “Life in a prison” reference 

may reference her mother’s adherence to Britain’s traditions (Kincaid 90). But it could 

also suggest that her mother’s lack of love will haunt her forever. 

When Mariah puts an encyclopedia in front of Lucy “that makes her hands hurt” it 

helps her find clarity through these thoughts:  “My life was at once something more 

simple and more complicated than that: for ten of my twenty years, half of my life, I had 

been mourning the end of a love affair, perhaps the only true love in my life I would ever 

know” (Kincaid 132).  She surrenders to the unbreakable thread of her mother’s nurture, 

which represents “the greatest love” she may ever know. The rejection she felt from her 

Mother, after a decade of life, had initiated Lucy’s existential crisis.  

Lucy knows that her mother’s essence will always be with her. Her relationship 

with Mariah, as quasi-mother, helps her reach a mental awakening, a sense of solace 

through these thoughts: 

My past was my mother; I could hear her voice, and she spoke to me not in 
English or the French patois that she sometimes spoke, or in any language that 
needed help from the tongue; she spoke to me in language anyone female could 
understand. And I was undeniably that—female. Oh, it was a laugh, for I had 
spent so much time saying I did not want to be like my mother that I missed the 
whole story: I was not like my mother—I was my mother” (Kincaid 90). 

This passage may lie at the crux of Lucy’s enlightenment. Her provocative innermost 

thoughts about language that any “female” could understand touches heart strings, the 

thread to her mother. After all, she had a connection to her mother unlike that of her 

father. Lucy confesses that: “My father did not know me at all” (Kincaid 130). 

 In fact, Lucy blames problematic nurture on her Father’s weaknesses. She blames 

her detached relationship with her father on lack of nurture because his mother had 
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abandoned him. This may be Kincaid’s way to indicate a breakdown in maternal essence 

in a patriarchy, and its impact on society.  Lucy even blames lack of nurture on her 

father’s indiscretions, when she ponders: 

And how did this business of not returning the love all these women showered on 
him get started? His mother, after asking his father to bring him up, left for 
England. She abandoned her child and never returned (Kincaid 124).  

 
The reference to England proves significant, because it points to the invader, the Imperial 

Power that had pillaged her island home. It may represent a breakdown of nurture 

through coercion of a patriarchy’s decorum, laws, and tenets. 

 To try to evade such coercion, Lucy uses fabric not only to soothe her mind, it 

seems to transcend her to another place and time when she was:  

Lying in bed one night. The children were already asleep. The house was quiet. I 
had draped a small square of false silk over my bedside lamp, and it made the 
room into a mingling of early dusk and the last remains of a faraway sunset. This 
reminded me of home, and a peculiar feeling came over me, a combination of 
happy excitement, expectation, and dread (Kincaid 120). 

This culmination of excitement, expectation, and dread proves pivotal; in her search for 

answers, Lucy’s assertiveness aligns to Paradise Lost’s Lucifer, who also had 

expectations for equity, and when it seemed unattainable it led to dread.  

It may again circle back to Shakespeare’s handkerchief. After all, it too was made 

of silk and Bianca, who was wrongly regarded as a harlot, likely felt excitement, 

expectation, and dread when she tossed the handkerchief toward her lover, dread of 

losing his affection. Othello’s handkerchief was spun by nature; a token gift from a 

mother to a son—now, tossed away. In a sense, lost in the abyss. But, perhaps, its natural 

elements might allow it to become one with nature—to culminate with the soil, forever 

haunting an Empire’s landscape. A maternal token tossed away to haunt a patriarchy. 
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Perhaps, those natural threads in Othello’s mother’s handkerchief were lost to symbolize 

a landscape of injustice. Those very conventions were the reason her mother idolized her 

sons, while the haunt of losing her mother’s love will haunt her, perhaps, forever. 

Lucy alludes to the injustice in her dread of life: “when I would find myself in a 

mess that left me very disturbed, I would say to myself, I am going to wake up now, and I 

would wake. But this was not a dream, this was my real life” (Kincaid 69). In Lucy’s 

existential journey she would not find answers, but she would discover that her 

connection to nurture was the only constant, the very thing that provides her some solace.  

Maternal essence for Lucy brought her a sense of identity, the essential, inseparable 

threading to her mom.  

But who was Lucy’s mother, really? Who was the one who knew everything about her 

innermost thoughts? Who brought her to life? It was Jamaica Kincaid’s imagination and words on 

the page—storytelling threaded together like woven fabric to create a story’s tapestry. Through 

her struggle to reconcile with her own mother Annie, Jamaica Kincaid brings Lucy to life!  

However, in many ways, Kincaid’s creation of Lucy becomes a coping mechanism to heal. 

Kinkaid’s inorganic creation of Lucy provides her with inorganic nurture to refute society’s 

conventional nurture; Kincaid self-nurtures for solace through writing.  So, in many ways, their 

union (Lucy and Kincaid) symbolizes a reciprocal bond, with Lucy as a nurturer to Kincaid! Like 

when Lucy said, “I missed the whole story: I was not like my mother—I was my mother” 

(Kincaid 90). Lucy inorganically became her own nurturer, and Kincaid’s as well, 

through the art of imagination and storytelling as a coping mechanism. 

Lucy’s journal and writing pen at the close, may symbolize a profound moment—her 

tears making the ink turn into a blur on the page may suggest the woes of life and gender inequity 

proves irreconcilable. Writing Lucy as therapy—as inorganic self-nurture—soothes Kincaid. In 
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other words, the inequality Lucy realizes cannot be reconciled, but Lucy becomes Kincaid’s 

guardian through inorganic nurture, a healing mechanism from the depths of her imagination. In 

this way, many (who suffer from conventional nurture or nurture deprivation) could likewise self-

heal, becoming their own mental guardian, by escape mechanisms (like writing) for ego 

resiliency.  

Kincaid may have created Lucy to be her voice, in her hope for gender balance. 

Dance points out that Kincaid (in her book The Estrangement) wrote: “I am always 

thinking of my mother... I will not speak to her again in person, of that I am certain, 

but I am not sure that I will never speak to her again. For in eternity is she in me . . .? I 

do not know; I do not know" (43) (Dance). These words are eerily reminiscent of 

Othello’s Desdemona when she said, “I have none. Nor answers have I none” (4.2.119). 

Conventional nurture and gender unfairness create quite a quandary.  
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CHAPTER 3 

MISSING THE MATERNAL 

 

Author Chris Abani says that, “agents of our imagination shape who we are.”   

(Abani TEDx).  Abani himself was imprisoned while young under the Apartheid, which 

would understandably change his life forever.  At the age of 7 he spoke two languages 

fluently, so his mother asked him to be translate during her counsel with Catholic women 

on birth control, in which he had to discuss personal aspects of their monthly 

menstruation cycles, prompting his father to say to his mother: “You are raising him 

[their son] to be a woman,” and then, his mother responded with: “Well, somebody has 

to” (Abani TEDx).  Such an upbringing gave Abani a keen awareness of both genders, 

and those who suffer otherness in society. The culture culmination from both of his 

parents help to shape Abani as a writer:  

There is so much of my work that is influenced by growing up Igbo, speaking 
Igbo . . . But I also grew up with an English mother who read voraciously and 
taught me to read early, a mother who learned French to read Chaucer in the 
original Old English when I was a boy, so you can say Englishness influenced 
me too. I had Indian and Pakistani teachers, Lebanese friends, and grew up on 
British, American, and Indian pop culture. This creates a certain looseness and 
fluidity in my work and my approach to place and so forth. I am a product of 
all the literatures I grew up with and all the strands of Nigerian literature I refer 
to, but there is something liminal about my process and my product that resists 
categories, so I guess that places me firmly in the middle. (Goyal 234) 
 

Abani relationship to his mother, and his multicultural essence, the fluidity he describes, 

complements his novels with the struggle of otherness usually central to his plot.  

 Just before her torturous murder his female character Jan Krige mumbles “Gaan 

naam jou Ma” or “fuck your mother” to her perpetrator, in her fight for justice against the 

Apartheid, the backstory in Chris Abani’s The Secret History of Las Vegas (229).  Jan 
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refused to expose allies fighting for human rights; even with confession drugs, she would 

not relent. Abani’s protagonist Sunil Singh, the psychiatrist who administered such drugs, 

supports research in antithesis to his own conscience.  But Jan’s “fuck your mother” 

comment may allude to something more; perhaps, a society of conventional nurture 

rooted to inequity rather than inorganic, authentic nurture. In many ways, Abani’s novel 

aligns with Shakespeare’s Othello, since Sunil and Othello are used by the state. After all, 

both authors seem to use mother nature to allude to oppression, or loss of plenitude (the 

yoni) with phallic metaphor representing inexplicable violence, under laws and apathetic 

complacency that serve to perpetuate it.  All the characters seem to suffer a broken family 

dynamic in a patriarchy where ethnic, gender, and racial injustices abound. Both 

Shakespeare and Abani use mother nature and its plentitude for subliminal reference, and 

the desire to connect to loss through a handkerchief; perhaps, to allude to the devastating 

effects of a motherless state. After all, a state that lack the maternal could not subsist 

without procreation. Abani uses colorlessness, a vivid brightness to connote evil or blank 

whiteness, with ruthlessness at its core. Through the trope of a handkerchief phallic 

literary connotation seems to override the yoni. Abani and Shakespeare may have 

intended lack of inorganic nurture to subvert a flawed construct, the iniquity of 

patriarchal rule in a world of ethnic and gender injustice, pushing the oppressed to the 

fringes of society, pushing them to fight back in solidarity.  

 The professions of both Sunil (a psychiatrist) and Othello (a soldier) depend on 

their adherence to patriarchal rule that does not treat them fairly; perhaps, the very reason 

they held on to handkerchiefs, as relics to conjure memories of their past (or nurture) 

escaping, for but a moment, from a world where solace seems obscure.  “Sunil … 
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reached for his monogrammed handkerchief, a throwback to his childhood, to the older 

men in Soweto who always seemed to have a clean handkerchief on them” (Abani 31).  

Fruit and his handkerchief conjured memories of Jan, as when “he put a piece of 

cantaloupe into his mouth and thought of her” (Abani 73).  He once handed Jan his 

“handkerchief [that was] pretty threadbare,” which may hint of the frayed social 

construct, since he was a black student sequestered to sit outside to eat lunch, attending 

on scholarship (and not able to afford a new handkerchief) (74). Perhaps, even alluding to 

the “threadbare” way blacks were treated relative to the whites. Othello gives Desdemona 

his keepsake handkerchief, which had a unique appearance, silken, small strawberries, 

tinted from blood of virgin maidens’ hearts (Shakespeare).  This white with red blood 

imagery aligns to the only living mother in both literary works, Selah, who experiences 

“bouts of hacking coughs… [of] blood [she] spat into [a] handkerchief (Abani 8).  Then 

she “sang the boys to sleep with their favorite lullaby,” on her last night as a mother, 

dying during chapter one (Abani 8). In fact, her dying at the onset may hint to a 

motherless state, with nurture skewed, and inequity for the marginalized.  

 These literary works include characters who struggle in a world without nurture, 

or without a mother’s love; instead, caught in an inequitable web, like the threads woven 

in a handkerchief, weaving together the textiles of a nation, exposing a flawed social 

order of injustice. Asia was even abandoned by her mother, just after birth, because she 

looked biracial.  Desdemona (in Othello) and Abani’s Jan both defy social mores by 

falling in love with men of color, in a world without their mothers; Jan’s connection to 

Sunil was against Apartheid law, and Desdemona’s father disowns her after she marries 

Othello, regarded as, “A gross revolt” (Shakespeare 1.1.149). This lack of inorganic 
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nurture may allude to lack of love, especially when considering nearly every character 

seems to struggle to grasp it, as depicted through their inability to outwardly express their 

feelings.  In this way, many of them seem to be moving through life as an actor, rather 

than vividly living life, hence, the performance metaphor.  

 The repeated phallic metaphor further emphasizes a loss of ease, as depicted by 

“the exactness [in] Sunil that spilled out into the world and was reflected in his sense of 

order; the neat row of very harp pencils in the carved ebony holder on his desk, upright 

and ranked by use like soldiers on a parade ground; the sharp diagonal line connecting 

the brushed aluminum box… and the stapler” (Abani 31). Salazar’s urinating in public 

repeatedly exudes phallic connotation too, especially when considering that females 

cannot pee off the side of a porch while standing, or into a coffee cup while sitting in the 

car.  Abani may have intended this public display of urination to subliminally hint of an 

unfair and perhaps corrupt construct in a patriarchy that will do what they want whenever 

they want. Iago’s many references to phallic innuendo, through his sexual imagery and 

lies, falsely convinces Othello that Desdemona had been unfaithful.  The numerous 

swords (in Othello) and several gun references in Abani’s novel further overemphasize 

the phallic, like “the unmistakable clicking of a hammer cocking on a gun” (Abani 242). 

This passage contains triple phallic innuendo with the “hammer, [the] cock, and [the] 

gun” (Abani 242).  Sunil’s called himself a displaced person, never desiring to go to 

Othello’s Venice again after his mother’s death, yet nearly everything in Las Vegas 

seems phallic, from the neon high-rises to The Strip, since the word itself connotes linear 

fabrication, but, at the same time, may degrade females to be sexual objects of desire 
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because “The Strip could infer female anatomy (with vaginal innuendo) as well as nudity, 

as in a stripper gripping a pole on The Strip.  

 Although trees often connote mother nature, in Abani’s Secret History of Las 

Vegas the image come across as rather phallic, symbolizing a bomb when  

a cloud that grows not into a mushroom, but rather into a thick tree with a dense 
plume; a tree to shame Odin’s, a tree to make Adam cover the inadequacies of his, 
a tree even Shiva would stand back from in awe,” for it was the explosion of a 
nuclear bomb in the Nevada desert (3). This passage contains phallic metaphor 
with the nuclear bomb emasculating Adam, with the word’s “cover” and 
“inadequacies (Abani 3).  
 

It could also hint of destruction, with technology destroying mankind and nature by 

destroying Eve in nature’s plenitude, thus, the yoni.  Although Selah hung herself from a 

Bristlecone tree, which may be the precursor for Water’s recurring dream, the Bristlecone 

tree turns white in his dream, into a blank world of nothingness. This repeated phallic 

imagery may subvert the destructive forces of a patriarchy, which could eventually 

destroy itself, or at least destroy earth. In other words, mother nature and its plenitude of 

color, its topography, gone forever to stark white nothingness.  

 Any sensitivity or emotion in the males seems to emasculate; again, further 

strengthening gender conventions under white patriarchy. In fact, when Sunil pulls out 

his handkerchief to wipe off a barstool, it embarrasses Salazar. Abani’s subversion over 

gender idiosyncrasies illuminates when Sunil feels uneasy when Asia looks at his 

paintings of cows hung in his office: 

Against the wall, color photographs of zebu cattle were arranged like the speckled 
squares of a Rubik’s Cube. The riotous color and patterns of the cattle hides 
contradicted all his control. Like a tarot deck, Asia had said the first and only time 
she’d come to his office. …He felt more naked than she was in that moment, 
more revealed than when they had sex”  
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Sunil seems to feel emasculated, when he feels out of control—even more so than 

when experiencing the sexual ecstasy of orgasm. This may suggest that gender 

conventions can be stifling. After all, males were not supposed to exert emotion, as 

illustrated when:  

the scream of the dying infants kept [Sunil] up at night [but] he couldn’t show that 
kind of weakness, so instead he stuffed his ears with cotton wool while the 
experiments were being conducted. That sound, a muffled gurgle, like a distant 
brook, became the soundtrack of his denial, a white noise that successfully 
obliterated every bit of conscience when he needed it (Abani 22).  
 

The denial in the “white noise” of evil morphs into a blank nothingness to ward off 

thought, regard, and cognizance. In this way, the attitudes of society strengthen through 

cognitive dissonance, as illustrated in Salazar’s refusal to acknowledge that military 

nuclear testing (in area 51 of Nevada) had led to birth defects and disease for 

downwinders. Likely the reason Abani called his novel the “secret” history, because 

many citizens of the United States simply look the other way.  

 Salazar’s denial, despite Fire and Water’s birth defect (like all the freaks who 

perform in the Carnival of Lost Souls) represents society’s collective righteous 

complacency, or the “white noise” of denial.  Like a subliminal handkerchief or shroud 

that covers the eyes or plugs the ears; however, a country cannot escape its landscape—

its soil, especially when the fabric of a nation becomes frayed. It seems only natural that 

those inflicted by injustice would result to radical measures by joining action groups like 

the downwinder nationalists, a group attempting to prevent further degradation of others. 

After all, Sunil confesses that: “if you brutalize an entire people to have your way, then 

you must always live with the fear of retaliation” (Abani 242). The intuitive carnival 

leader, Fred Jacobs, seems to be a step ahead of the males. “Besides running everything, 
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[she had] an unerring insight into human nature and a true gift for the con: a formidable 

combination” (Abani 270). Her “true gift for the con” does give this novel its art of 

performance reference, because she does con Sunil.  Abani empowers Fred over the 

males through intuition and fearlessness, but he also gives her a masculine edge in her 

cigar smoking, tall stature, short hair, and muscular physique. Shakespeare likewise 

empowers Emilia with assertiveness when she says: “I will speak as liberal as the North” 

winds (Shakespeare 5.2.261). Both women outplay the men, which gives this chapter its 

art of performance innuendo. With Fire & Water also in on the act, and Fred pushing the 

detonator from her smart phone, Sunil’s research hospital was blown up, just minutes 

after Fred escapes with Fire & Water.  

In contrast, Sunil’s mother Dorothy silences herself. Sunil’s difficulty with 

commitment to women may stem from childhood trauma when his mother was taken 

away (to an insane asylum), which put his guardianship in the care White Alice—the 

very woman who (acted like his mother’s friend) but was actually an Apartheid 

informant, resulting in the murder of his father (a father he never knew). Therefore, 

nurture for Sunil was problematic, to say the least. Sunil’s relives the trauma in a 

childhood flashback: 

The last sound you hear that night draws you into the kitchen. And you see your 
mother sitting there, shoulders shaking with sobs, terrified you approach, terrified 
because you have never seen her this way, this woman who everyone 
deferentially calls Nurse Dorothy. And then she looks up when you call to her and 
you scream. You don’t scream from the mascara running down her face in black 
witch tendrils, or the rouge of her cheek smeared from tears and sweat. It’s her 
mouth that terrifies you. She has sewn it shut. The needle still dangling from a 
piece of black surgical thread. Not a mouth at all, but fresh, meat, raw and 
bleeding (Abani 89-90). 
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Sunil’s longing for his mother coins this chapter, “Missing the Maternal,” because 

his traumatic interruption of nurture may be the very reason, he could not make a 

commitment to his girlfriend, Asia. A dancer who was forced into prostitution after 

supporting a drug-addicted foster-father. Yet she was more self-assured than Sunil. Like 

when: 

 She had her back to him, cutting a grapefruit, releasing a zest of citrus into the 
kitchen…He studied her. Every movement she made seemed calculated—no, not 
calculated, deliberate. As though she was in total control of every muscle in her 
body (Abani 169).  
 

In many ways, Asia was more confident than Sunil. She had never lived a normal life, so 

domestic spats were thrilling. Breakfast in the kitchen made her feel connected to Sunil: 

She turned the garbage disposal off but left the tap running, playing her fingers 
through the water. With her back to him, Sunil couldn’t see the small smile 
forming on her lips. She was ridiculously, unaccountably happy. She loved him, 
that was true, but she loved these moments more, where she got to play at being 
normal, fights and all. The way it felt in her body. Like an itch that released 
deliciously under a slow scratch (Abani 169).  
 

In fact, Abani empowers Asia with confidence, and she seems to struggle less with ego 

residency than Sunil.  

Abani’s chapter called “Verb” enthralls, with Asia’s thoughts pulling the reader 

into a poetic journey of prostitution nuances, subverting masculine gender conventions 

where desire never correlates to fulfillment (a perpetual emptiness) amid life’s tumult. 

And all Asia really seeks is a loving connection. Sunil does too, but he is unable to open 

up and expose himself in the way that she can. Her awareness, interpreting the word 

prostitute in a verb form rather than a noun, allows her to remove herself from the sexual 

act (when she so chooses), especially, when the men become violent, as with Eskia. This 

chapter sheds grace on the life of a prostitute who seeks love, as much as any other 
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woman. Abani words gives a voice to Asia. A strong, reassuring voice. A girl who (more 

or less) becomes her own guardian, through inorganic self-nurture (since her mother had 

abandoned her just after birth because she looked biracial). Asia, against very difficult 

odds, perseveres. Her strength, resiliency, and intuitive nature may define her as the most 

well-adjusted character in Abani’s novel.  This allows Abani to subvert gender 

stereotypes, give credence to all professions, while exposing inexcusable violence against 

women, as well as the persistent unfairness inflicted on minorities.  Abani also subverts a 

society where a dancer must also prostitute to subsist, survive, and seek autonomy.   

In fact, all the women in Sunil ‘s life seem to be more resilient. For example, the 

consoling aspects of an old, heavy set woman he speaks to at the beach in Cape Town 

(during a return visit, many years after Apartheid). Her wisdom helps calm his anger: 

“Let the water restore you, she said, replacing her glasses, and falling back on to her 

beach towel. He closed his eyes and listened to the waves, feeling the spray on his face. It 

did feel good” (Abani 218). By empowering the woman, Abani effectively subverts the 

stifling aspects of strained nurture, and gender conventions, even for men.   

Abani empowers Jan too, to further subvert the rigid construct of inequitable rule. 

Although Sunil was surprised by her language when she said, “Gaan naam jou Ma” to 

Eugene, she had every right to do so.  Sunil’s mental flashback to that day when he 

transfixed “on the table … [to] three pears, a knife, and an oddly shaped and heavily 

ornamented silver object … decidedly Victorian,” it honed the phallic versus the yoni 

(Abani 226).  The silver Victorian torture device represents violence. When Eugene cuts 

the pear with a knife, it brings the phallic-yoni metaphor to a pinnacle.  The phallic knife 

cuts, then, he consumes the fruit.  His eating the piece that Jan spat on while staring at 
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her, further emphasizes male dominance over the female. Eugene describes the torture 

device (to Jan) as the “Victorian Pear,” explaining that when he turns it wider for “long 

enough, [it] will eventually kill the victim,  but only after a very long time of pain that is 

unimaginable,” emphasizing that: “the really great thing” about the torture device “is that 

it works on any human orifice. Any” (Abani 230).  Eugene’s threat to use the torture 

device on “any orifice” and his repeating the word “Any,” undoubtedly, refers to Jan’s 

vagina; in other words, he threatens to rape her with the torture device, to break her 

pelvic bones with the shiny metal Victorian Pear, until she bled to death. This vignette 

may symbolize the brutality of white patriarchal rule, male over the female, or the phallic 

over the yoni. It likewise aligns to Selah being subliminally raped by the vibrant nuclear 

explosion, when she (while she was pregnant) looked up and said, “Shit, I’m fucked!” 

(Abani 4). 

 Therefore, when Jan told Eugene to “fuck his mother” it was not only justified, it 

alludes to a society lacking gender equity and female essence, in a white room at 

Vlakplaas, where her blood will splatter the white walls, “the patterns on the wall 

forming a red puzzle” to mark her death (Abani 225). But could this red puzzle hint of 

something more? It certainly draws a parallel to the blood of maiden hearts which color 

the strawberries on Othello’s handkerchief, and to Selah’s red blood coughed into a 

handkerchief. “Eugene loved the pristine whiteness, the way it would show up blood 

from the more intense interrogations” (Abani 225). This recurring theme of whiteness 

against the red blood of death may allude to the destruction of mother nature; or, the 

destruction of everything, inasmuch as a nuclear bomb destroys everything in its path, a 
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vivid brightness that leaves in its wake, destruction—nature’s plentitude destroyed to 

white nothingness through the “white noise” of denial. 

 But it also sheds light on nurture in a patriarchy, where gender conventions (and 

conditioning) can produce a person as sinister as Eugene. After all, when he was cutting, 

then, eating the pear, in his attempt to terrify Jan into relenting, he refers to his mother: 

“Eugene put the knife down and rubbed his hands together and said: That was good. 

Reminds me of my childhood. My moeder would cut up pears for me, a rare pleasure on 

that farm so far inland where fruit rarely did well. Memories, eh?” (Abani 227). Such talk 

sickened Jan, who remained steady and resolute during the interrogation. She saw right 

through his brutality, when she said, “Fuck your mother” (Abani 226). And she put him 

in his place when she said: “Why all the performance” (Abani 227). Jan’s sarcasm, even 

amid duress, again sheds light into the act of performance for this chapter. Eugene 

exposes warped ideology by equating himself to a lion who “kills for hunger and 

protection, nothing more” (Abani 245). Eugene feels superior when he tells Sunil that 

“they are wildebeests [pointing to the black workmen] and we are lions” (Abani 244). He 

also speaks of his idol, a mythic “peerless archer” named “Arjuna [which he claims] 

“means light, white, shining, bright (Abani 245). Again, the white colorless evil 

infiltrates the novel, illustrating how problematic warped ideology can, absolutely, effect 

nurture. After all, this represents how flawed conventional nurture can be (rather than 

inorganic nurture) because it produces brutes as sinister as Eugene. 

 To cope, Sunil distances himself from the heinousness through cognitive 

dissonance denial. Abani’s cognitive dissonance ideology, with its ability to evade 

violence, becomes a strengthening factor of patriarchal order. Sunil “too, it seemed, had 
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come to believe that he could somehow escape history. That it was possible, and even 

desirable, to live in a perpetual present” (Abani 23). In many ways, Othello did the same 

by focusing on the present, relying on the lies Iago pitches; however, the rhythm of “pegs 

that make this music” in Othello would not reverberate in Abani’s novel (Shakespeare 

2.2.219).  

As noted earlier, Selah represents the only living mother in both literary works 

(Othello and The Secret History of Las Vegas), but she is dying of leukemia as the novel 

opens.  She was “named…Selah after the Hebrew word that marks a pause in a psalm, a 

moment to consider the music” (Abani 5).  A moment to consider the present state of 

injustice, the devastating ramifications of nuclear testing, and the “white noise” of 

denial—the collective cognitive dissonance perpetuating inequity. After all, she certainly 

took “a moment to consider the music” when “she named one Water, for the living waters 

from the throne, and the other one Fire, because his very existence was the curse, she 

would use to end them” (Abani 4). The “living waters” symbolize persistence practices of 

a throne or ruling class; in this case, the United States government’s military might in a 

patriarchy carrying out nuclear bomb testing in Nevada. “Fire” represents the rage in her 

heart to fight against the injustice. Sunil confesses “we have so much to atone for, so 

much to forgive. Can you really handle anymore?” (Abani 293). No, Abani, those who 

choose to see, and those who read your novel, cannot handle anymore injustice.   

Abani and Shakespeare’s literary works weave a social construct of injustice that 

a handkerchief cannot wipe away.  History cannot be erased. Shakespeare and Abani 

convincingly subvert patriarchal rule that seems to push the marginalized to the fringes of 

society, who then result to radical measures through desperation, to seek change.  Abani 
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novel may suggest that patriarchies should embrace feminine influence to combat such 

violence, be cognizant of mother nature’s ecosystems, reevaluate systems of law as well 

as military might, in order to encourage universal equity and peace.  

Abani may have had such a flawed patriarchal order in mind during the closing 

scene when he uses sarcasm as Salazar and Sunil stand waterfront, lit Salazar’s 

(homemade) wooden boat (to represent a female crime scene victim, from a case he never 

solved); then, they watch the incinerating boat, together, as it sails away. Salazar gets his 

moment of glory (or selfish relief) but the dead girl has been silenced forever. 

Nevertheless, Abani’s novel keenly empowers the women characters with more visceral 

elements and ego resiliency against much more difficult odds than lighting up a phallic-

looking wooden boat to represent the fallen.  
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Chapter 4 

CHASING THE MATERNAL  

 
Critic Cheng describes Mohsin Hamid work as “destabilizing and disorienting the  

reader to provoke greater self-reflection on one's engagement with Otherness and one's 

place in the world” (Cheng).  For those marginalized in society, put into circumstances 

that push them outside the mainstream, identity becomes skewed, so life becomes an 

everyday struggle. Hamid’s poetic writing enthralls the reader, with chilling nuances like: 

“alone a person is almost nothing; “we are all migrants through time;” [and cohabitants 

intermingling as they:] “splashed and intersected with each other across varied and 

multiple streams of time” (Hamid 9, 209, 123). The first comes from an unnamed male 

character emerging from a mysterious transcending door to another place on earth, in a 

desperate attempt to escape his circumstance. Through these mysterious doors, mother 

nature, and fabric-connotation references, Hamid uncovers a landscape of disjointedness, 

impeding nurture, and, perhaps, even procreation itself.  Although he exhibits an 

underpinning of sexuality, he deliberately juxtaposes gender stereotypes to subvert the 

social ethos disconnect where nurture seems trivial in a tech-savvy, disrupted world.  

Textiles, mother nature, and gender roles help to subvert his message.  

His two young adult protagonists, Nadia and Saeed, allow Hamid to highlight 

gender differences, yet his deliberate gender juxtaposition allows him to ironically rebuff 

society’s gender stereotypes. Such subversion helps to illustrate the limitations of social 

ethos; most notably, like the novel’s title suggests, westernized social ethos, which 

hinders clarity.  Human minds, through indoctrination, imprison the psyche into beliefs 

systems that marginalize those who suffer otherness.  Interesting, I had to face my own 
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westernized viewpoint regarding Nadia’s choice to wear a black robe. The role of fabric 

(textiles), especially Nadia robes, may suggest a lack of awareness in westernized 

developed countries (like America) who usually cannot fathom the negative ramifications 

of globalization, deeply rooted in inequity. The Westernized viewpoint about the robe, 

may represent a social ethos’ inability to grasp inequality despite a technology-savvy, 

wired world.  In fact, Hamid may even allude to this technology as exacerbating the 

problem.  Through mother nature, and fabric, Hamid subverts such a dilemma in which 

addiction to technology may hinder inorganic nurture in society, with procreation itself, 

possibly, threatened.  

Hamid brings the struggle to the present with both Nadia and Saeed fascinated by 

their handheld mobile smartphone devices (as most of us are) in this twenty-first century 

world; globally connected in ways our predecessors could never have fathomed, yet so 

far apart in our attitudes of unity, on this small planet we share.  Hamid keenly embraces 

this notion to subvert worldwide inequity. In Nadia and Saeed’s town “A telephone line 

had remained a rare thing;” yet, in their town [in an unnamed Middle Eastern country] 

these protagonists now saw: “phones in the million” (Hamid 38).  Such an observation 

sure seems accurate, since nearly everyone (including children) seem to own, carry, and 

cradle their mobile smartphone devices. Hamid uses his protagonists, Nadia and Saeed, in 

this twenty-first century tech-savvy world, to subvert societal stereotypes, boundaries 

between county, and the breakdown in nurture, and the family dynamic.  He 

accomplishes this societal critique through subversion of such stereotypes, using fabric 

textual references and nature. 
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Hamid uses deliberate sarcasm to hone a westernized  viewpoint because “it 

might be hard to imagine that a county teetering on the edge of the abyss could have a 

class;” and, again, just after class, when Saeed had watched Nadia who “instead of 

covering her head with a black cloth, as he expected, she donned a black motorcycle 

helmet that had been locked to a scuffed-up hundred-ish cc trail bike, snapped down her 

visor, straddled her ride, and rode off, disappearing with a controlled rumble into the 

gathering dusk (Hamid 5).” Both statements seem rooted in sarcasm, allowing Hamid to 

subvert attitudes within a culture: when Saeed had expected Nadia to cover her hair with 

a black cloth (because she was already wearing a black robe); and outside of a culture, 

where a Westernized viewpoint trivializes a Middle Eastern country’s ability to educate. 

Nadia wearing the robe by her own freewill without adherence to religious tenets 

subverts societal-concocted attitude on the issue. Hamid further accomplishes this by 

juxtaposing archetypes by empowering females with more overt sexual prowess (or more 

direct libido) than their male partners.  For example, Saeed’s mother “Generally speaking 

she was veracious in bed—generally speaking he [Saeed’s father] was obliging” (Hamid 

13).  He suggests that Saeed’s mother was the instigator and leader in her sexual 

relationship with her husband.  In this way, he subverts gender conventions, with Nadia’s 

robes central to his subversion. He empowers Nadia too in this way, when she said, “Are 

you fucking joking?” in response to Saeed’s reluctance to have sex before marriage 

(Hamid 55). Therefore, from the novel’s opening, Hamid subverts gender archetypes.  

Hamid satirizes Westernized social ethos through sarcasm, especially regarding 

Nadia robes which become central to the novel. The westernized viewpoint, on-the-

whole, regards Middle Eastern female clothing-cover as subservient, but Nadia chose to 
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wear a robe by her own freewill; in fact, the robe not only helped strengthen but seems 

inseparable from her identity, a sort of ego resiliency mechanism.  For example, on a 

workday morning Nadia “stood naked, as she had been born, and put on her jeans and T-

shirt and sweater, as she did when alone at home, and then put on her robe, ready to resist 

the claims and expectations of the world, and stepped outside to go for a walk in a nearby 

park“ (Hamid 48).  Hamid’s word choice and description were likely deliberate, because 

the robe gave her the strength to face society, it empowered her with ego resiliency, as 

my sunglasses often do for me. Hidden behind my sunglasses, honestly, feels like a 

protective barrier from the stresses of daily life in society (Hamid 48). 

The robes also allowed she and Saeed to spend time together at her apartment 

before the militant takeover. When Nadia looked at Saeed: 

as he was leaving . . . [and] she gave him a black robe to wear, and she told him 
not to bother stashing it in the crack between her building and the next, where 
previously he had been hiding the robes he exited in for her to collect, but rather 
to hold on to it, and she gave him a set of keys too. So, my sister can let herself in 
next time, if she arrives before me (Hamid 65) 

 
In this way, the robe allowed Saeed to disguise himself as female, as Nadia’s sister, so 

they could be alone, allowing their relationship to blossom.   

Even though the robe gave them the ability to be together, Saeed grabbled over 

Nadia choice to wear a robe, but she did not pray, as he did. This may have been Hamid’s 

way of subverting the influence of religious tenets, giving Nadia the right to wear what 

she chose despite religious adherence. She wore the robe so “men don’t fuck with” [her], 

and because she “wanted to send a signal” (Hamid 14, 114).  Nevertheless, Nadia became 

the victim to such a violation in a crowd of chaos, when a man accosted her without the 

notice of witnesses because his hand went under her robe, yet, at the same time, her robe 
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prevented him from getting into all the layers of her clothes, because he could not see his 

way underneath her robe (Hamid 64).  So, in this instance, her robe protected her from 

further violation.  

 Hamid not only uses Nadia’s robes to expose inaccuracies in the Westernized 

viewpoint, he uses it and other fabric reference to conjure notions of brutality, sensibility, 

and government corruption, which help subvert his message. One such example happens 

just after Nadia showers in a palace-like venue in London, after she and Saeed had passed 

through a door.  

Nadia “had found, a kind of heaven, with towels so plush and fine that when she 
at last emerged she felt like a princess using them, or at least like the daughter of a 
dictator who was willing to kill without mercy in order for his children to pamper 
themselves with cotton such as this, to feel this exquisite sensation on their naked 
stomachs and thighs, towels that felt as if they had never been used before and 
might never be used again (Hamid 125).  
 

This remarkable passage through Nadia’s thoughts allows Hamid to subvert government 

corruption on so many levels. First, it happens in London, turf of colonial expansion, a 

country rooted in aristocracy amid a persistent stratified society where many are 

marginalized by an imperialistic power that has pillaged, indoctrinated, and negatively 

impacted much of the world. Nadia thoughts expose the inequity of such stratification, 

where elite opulence often breeds arrogance amid their overzealous gluttony (like using 

new towels only once) while others suffer, those pushed to the margins of society.  

 Nadia’s thoughts may also allude to dictatorship or the militant takeover haunting 

her country of birth, where every day became a struggle for survival. In many ways, after 

passing through the mysterious doors, Saeed and Nadia still struggle as outcasts in 

countries bent on strengthening their borders to sustain their homogeneity.  Such may be 

why Hamid entitled the book Exit West, and why Marin, California was their last 
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destination. The dictatorship and military might become equally problematic, both, 

equally guilty for the unrest.  

Hamid’s depiction of such violence proves mind boggling, and he uses the reference 

to subliminal fabric—a patch on the ceiling, on the night Saeed’s family’s building was 

under siege:  

the militants came they were looking for people of a particular sect, and 
demanded to see ID cards, to check what sort of names everyone had, but 
fortunately for Saeed’s father and Saeed and Nadia their names were not 
associated with the denomination being hunted” (Hamid 85). But their 
“neighbors upstairs were not so lucky: the husband was held down while his 
throat was cut, the wife and daughter were hauled out and away. The dead 
neighbor bled through a crack in the floor, his blood appearing as a stain in 
the high corner of Saeed’s sitting room, and Saeed and Nadia, who had 
heard the family’s screams, went up to collect and bury him, as soon as they 
dared, but his body was gone, presumably taken by his executioners, and his 
blood was already fairly dry, a patch like a painted puddle in his apartment, 
an uneven trail on the stairs (Hamid 85).  
 

The brutality Hamid describes becomes nearly unfathomable, but many countries have 

undergone such terror. Their country of birth goes unnamed, perhaps to suggest its 

insignificance in the world dominated by industrialized nations, or at least insignificant to 

those countries, blinded by their own complacency.  

Hamid poetically describes their country’s tumult through a cloth reference with 

Saeed mother’s analogy to a quilt. Saeed’s mother’s 

mental map of the place where she had spent her entire life now resembled an 
old quilt, with patches of government land and patches of militant land. The 
frayed seams between the patches were the most deadly spaces, and to be 
avoided at all costs. Her butcher and the man who dyed the fabrics from 
which she had once made her festive clothes disappeared into such gaps, their 
places of business shattered and covered in rubble and glass (Hamid 28).  
 

This cloth analogy could point back to Shakespeare’s discarded maternal handkerchief. A 

landscape lost, where “Warriors on both sides wanted to flatten it in order to possess it” 
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(Hamid 70). The male combative forces in Hamid’s novel fight while women become 

their victims or spectators, unable to stop the unrest.  

One heart wrenching example, comes when Saeed’s mother thinks a militant 

pointing a gun at them might have been her former student: 

 Saeed’s mother thought she saw a former student of hers firing with much 
determination and focus a machine gun mounted on the back of a pickup 
truck. She looked at him and he looked at her and he did not turn and shoot 
her, and so she suspected it was him…She remembered the boy as shy, with a 
stutter and a quick mind for mathematics, a good boy, but she could not 
remember his name. She wondered if it had really been him, and whether she 
should feel alarmed or relieved if it had. If the militants won, she supposed, it 
might not be entirely bad to know people on their side (Hamid 68). 
. 

Such thoughts from a mentor, a teacher, a mother—from a nurturing perspective, she 

equalizes the culprits of destruction to government and militants alike. It also heart 

wrenchingly illustrates how a shy boy in math class can end up behind a machine gun.  

Coercive indoctrination in a landscape where women become marginalized as victims or 

spectators to the violence, while men are indoctrinated to be warriors.  

 Saeed’s mother, a mentor who wondered whether the boy behind the machine gun 

may also have been the shy boy in her math class, tragically lost her life soon thereafter, 

when “a stray heavy-caliber round pass[ed] through the windshield of . . . [the] family’s 

car . . . taking with it a quarter of Saeed’s mother’s head, not while she was driving, for 

she had not driven in months, but while she was checking inside for an earring she 

thought she had misplaced” (Hamid 74). 

Interestingly, Saeed’s mother was never mentioned by her first name and neither 

was Nadia’s.  They were referred to only as mothers. In fact, all the mothers in the novel 

go unnamed, and each seems to represent a different generation. All seem to be stuck as 

spectators or victims in a tumultuous world. They seem to symbolize the fragility of a 
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global world which they cannot seem to manage or control. Especially the eldest, a 

mother referred to as an old woman (and grandmother) living near San Francisco, who 

had grave difficulty reconciling the concept of progress. This old woman: 

had known the names of almost everyone on her street, and most had been there a 
long time, they were old California, from families that were California families, 
but over the years they had changed more and more rapidly, and now she knew 
none of them, and saw no reason to make the effort, for people bought and sold 
houses the way they bought and sold stocks, and every year someone was moving 
out and someone was moving in, and now all these doors from who knows where 
were opening, and all sorts of strange people were around, people who looked 
more at home than she was, even the homeless ones who spoke no English, more 
at home (Hamid 208) 
 

But she loved her granddaughter who attended Stanford University, and the old woman 

“Looking at her granddaughter she thought she saw what she would have looked like had 

she been born in China, for the granddaughter had features of the old woman, and yet 

looked to the old woman, overall, more or less, but mostly more, Chinese” (Hamid 208).  

Such a realization hints to the emerging melting pot of humankind, and the senselessness 

of elitist attitudes regarding race, culture, or appearance differences that Hamid 

effectively subverts.  

Another mother, a maid in California, seems to be stuck as well,  and 

though her daughter too had passed through the doors, she returned to visit, and 
each time she returned she told the maid to come with her, and the maid said no, 
for she had a sense of the fragility of things, and she felt she was a small plant in a 
small patch of soil held between the rocks of a dry and windy place, and she was 
not wanted by the world, and here she was at least known, and she was tolerated, 
and that was a blessing (Hamid 224).  

 
Interestingly, Hamid also makes this character mute, which heightens the gender 

imbalance.  Her feelings of being unwanted by the world strengthens the notion of the 

marginalized who become pushed to the brink, silenced, barely tolerated, essentially, 

outcasts in society.  
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Another mother who rescues her daughter at an orphanage, may symbolize a 

breakdown of the family dynamic. Especially because Hamid describes her as a “young 

women” emerging from a door in a cantina, but she only recognizes her daughter from 

cyber images she had seen through social media on her smartphone.  In other words, this 

mother and daughter had been separated for years, despite globalization.  The 

grandmother in San Francisco no longer feels like she belongs in her home, and the mute 

maid was content with being barely tolerated. Such thoughts prove powerful to Hamid’s 

overall message, about the cumulation and intercultural nature of a twenty-first century 

global world.  When such moments appear in the novel, a sense of camaraderie and 

cohesion seem plausible, but only when people comingle and accept one another’s 

differences. The young mother rescuing her daughter from the orphanage but only able to 

identify her from images on social media indicates they were likely separated right after 

birth.  

Social media and smartphones have become synonymous with twenty-first 

century living, and parenting, and Saeed and Nadia were no exception to this 

phenomenon. Although their mobile devices provided them comfort, they could also be 

disorientating, like when Nadia thought she saw herself somewhere else in cyberspace: 

Nadia sat on the steps of a building reading the news on her phone across the 
street from a detachment of troops and a tank she thought she saw online a 
photograph of herself sitting on the steps of a building reading the news on her 
phone across the street from a detachment of troops and a tank, and she was 
startled, and wondered how this could be, how she could both read this news and 
be this news, and how the newspaper could have published this image of her 
instantaneously, and she looked about for a photographer, and she had the bizarre 
feeling of time bending all around her, as though she was from the past reading 
about the future, or from the future reading about the past, and she almost felt that 
if she got up and walked home at this moment there would be two Nadias, that 
she would split into two Nadias, and one would stay on the steps reading and one 
would walk home, and two different lives would unfold for these two different 
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selves, and she thought she was losing her balance, or possibly her mind, and then 
she zoomed in on the image and saw that the woman in the black robe reading the 
news on her phone was actually not her at all (Hamid 157). 
 
Hamid’s narrator even tells the reader that “Nadia and Saeed were…always in 

possession of their phones” (Hamid 38). In fact: 

 In their phones were antennas, and these antennas sniffed out an invisible world, 
as if by magic, a world that was all around them, and nowhere, transporting them 
to places distant and near, and to places that had never been and would never be. 
For many decades after independence a telephone line in their city had remained a 
rare thing, the waiting list for a connection long, the teams that installed the 
copper wires and delivered the heavy handsets greeted and revered and bribed like 
heroes. But now wands waved in the city’s air, untethered and free, phones in the 
millions, and a number could be obtained in minutes, for a pittance (Hamid 38). 

  
Hamid may suggest that adherence to a mobile device or smartphone could be a way to 

escape the here and now, but it also suggests that much could be lost in the disconnect 

from one’s surroundings, while absorbed in a smartphone. 

The narrators continuingly points out difference in the two protagonists, and they 

were different, too, when it came to their smartphones: 

 Saeed partly resisted the pull of his phone. He found the antenna too powerful, 
the magic it summoned too mesmerizing, as though he were eating a banquet of 
limitless food, stuffing himself, stuffing himself, until he felt dazed and sick, and 
so he had removed or hidden or restricted all but a few applications. His phone 
could make calls. His phone could send His phone could take pictures, identify 
celestial bodies, transform the city into a map while he drove. But that was it. 
Mostly. Except for the hour each evening that he enabled the browser on his 
phone and disappeared down the byways of the internet. But this hour was tightly 
regulated, and when it ended, a timer would set off an alarm, a gentle, windy 
chime, as though from the breezy planet of some blue-shimmering science fiction 
priestess, and he would electronically lock away his browser and not browse 
again on his phone until the following day (Hamid 40). 
 

Whereas, Nadia, on the other hand, “saw no reason to limit her phone use. It kept 

her company on long evenings, as it did countless young people in the city who were 

likewise stranded in their homes, and she rode it far out into the world on otherwise 
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solitary, stationary nights” (Hamid 41).  Through his protagonists, Hamid nuances the 

way in which people seem to live through their smartphone devices, lost in the hypnotic-

like effect of cyberspace. Hamid may even subvert the way people connect in cyberspace.  

  After all, Saeed, a guy who set a timer to limit his smartphone use, allows Hamid 

to shed light on this bizarre phenomenon, because:  

even this pared-back phone [of Saeed’s], this phone stripped of so much of its 
potential, allowed him to access Nadia’s separate existence, at first hesitantly, and 
then more frequently, at any time of day or night, allowed him to start to enter 
into her thoughts, as she toweled herself after a shower, as she ate a light dinner 
alone, as she sat at her desk hard at work, as she reclined on her toilet after 
emptying her bladder. He made her laugh, once, then again, and again, he made 
her skin burn and her breath shorten with the surprised beginnings of arousal, he 
became present without presence, and she did much the same to him. Soon a 
rhythm was established, and it was thereafter rare that more than a few waking 
hours would pass without contact between them, and they found themselves in 
those early days of their romance growing hungry, touching each other, but 
without bodily adjacency, without release. They had begun, each of them, to be 
penetrated, but they had not yet kissed (Hamid 38). 
 

This passage proves powerful because it essentially associates physical intimacy or 

penetration through the finger stroke on a smartphone, which can only be operated by one 

person, alone, with solo concentration on that small device. This may suggest that in this 

technically advanced, twenty-first century world, we have become more isolated.  This 

disengagement with the surrounding environment comes from Saeed, a guy who places 

limits on his smartphone use.  Therefore, cyberspace connection with another, rather than 

actual contact, truly exposes a problem with twenty-first century engagement. He was not 

physically with Nadia when he did this, rather, Saeed was only imaging Nadia as he 

stared at pixeled images on the tiny screen of his handheld device. 

While Saeed stares at his smartphone what might he be missing in the meantime?  

Like, for instance, his surroundings? His natural surroundings; after all, the only time he 
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seems to notice nature was when he was not engaged with his phone.  He only notices 

Nadia’s lemon tree when he had ingested mushrooms, as his thought bestow a 

humanlike-aura of mother nature to the lemon tree: 

Saeed was unprepared for the feeling of awe that came over him, the wonder with 
which he then regarded his own skin, and the lemon tree in its clay pot on Nadia’s 
terrace, as tall as he was, and rooted in its soil, which was in turn rooted in the 
clay of the pot, which rested upon the brick of the terrace, which was like the 
mountaintop of this building, which was growing from the earth itself, and from 
this earthy mountain the lemon tree was reaching up, up, in a gesture so beautiful 
that Saeed was filled with love, and reminded of his parents, for whom he 
suddenly felt such gratitude, and a desire for peace, that peace should come for 
them all, for everyone, for everything, for we are so fragile, and so beautiful, and 
surely conflicts could be healed if others had experiences like this, and then he 
regarded Nadia and saw that she was regarding him and her eyes were like worlds 
(Hamid 46). 
 
Hamid may suggest multi-faceted maternal suffering in a globalized world, in 

both the human species as well as nature. After all, all the mothers seem marginalized, on 

some level, none are named, and even Nadia’s lemon tree succumbs to the violence: 

“Nadia’s lemon tree did not recover, despite repeated watering…and it sat lifeless on 

their balcony” (Hamid 94). And when Nadia did not see or hear the birds anymore after 

the tree-clearing in Marin, California: Nadia watched to see if any bird noticed his call, 

and [she] did not on their walk see even one” (Abani 181).  

Hamid may be hinting of a globalized technically-connected yet disjointed, 

destructive world lacking maternal essence—through skewed nurture and destruction of 

mother nature. The Fox destroying a diaper (in London) when babies go unmentioned 

may represent a crescendo moment.  The notion of a diaper itself conjures, again, the 

notion of fabric, because Hamid never tells the reader whether it was a disposal plastic 

diaper, or a cloth diaper—but neither option would change the subliminal reference:  
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One night the fox encountered a soiled diaper, pulled it out of the trash and 
sniffed at it, as if wondering what it was, and then dragged it around the garden, 
fouling the grass, changing course again and again, like a pet dog with a toy, or a 
bear with an unfortunate hunter in its maw, in any case moving with both design 
and unpredictable wildness, and when it was done the diaper lay in shreds (Hamid 
41). 
 

This incident with the fox may suggest subliminal significance amid its destructive 

connotations regarding nurture, perhaps, even human procreation. After all, not once is a 

baby or a baby’s crying ever heard or mentioned. A distant cry of a child was heard once 

in the novel, but never a baby. And the (sleeping) woman in Australia had stopped taking 

her birth control pills (for over 3 months) but was not yet pregnant. Lastly, at the close of 

the book it seems as though Saeed and Nadia, who had now been separated for a lifetime, 

were without families or children. Could smartphone devices be contributing to a 

disconnect? Hamid may allude to such at the novel’s close.  

Furthermore, whenever violent behavior occurs throughout the novel, males lie at 

the crux of such behavior, with females as their victims or mere spectators. The militant 

and government combatants mentioned were male dominated forces. This analogy may 

be significant to Hamid’s possible subversion of a world lacking female essence—a 

world in chaos, globally connected but amid a significant disconnect.  The unidentified 

mothers seem to represent generations of broken family dynamics, and mother nature 

becomes threatened too, perhaps, to hint of potential destruction of Mother Earth and 

thus, humankind, in a globalized world, not willing to live segregated. A technically-

savvy world, where one could travel to distance places via cyberspace, and occasionally 

through a mysterious door, but life remains a quagmire, while industries pollute earth. 

 Hamid’s Exit West may suggest that, in time, the world will become even more 

integrated by further advances in technology. Integration in the world seems natural and 
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positive but inequity for the marginalized persists in a world lacking inorganic nurture.  

Hamid’s ability to poetically convey the beauty of migration even amid global unrest 

chills the reader. He describes it as: “People of many colors and hues… [gathering 

together] from dark chocolate to milky tea . . . “and they spoke in a cacophony that was 

the languages of the world” (Hamid 106). Such melding together illustrates a global 

world intermingling, but whether all people are truly open to such intermingling was 

likely what Hamid hopes to subvert. These poetic nuances give this novel it’s poetic amid 

chaos reference, which seems to help his protagonists seek solace. However, his novel 

also depicts a society in a twenty-first century globalized world, full of smartphone 

adherence that may prevent awareness of worldwide problems.  After all, the fox 

completely obliterating the diaper to shreds, may be a foreshadowing for the human 

species regarding clarity, the wherewithal to change it, and the time and attention to 

procreate, which absolutely depends on nurture, females and males, and real physical 

contact, not via a social media post.   
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CONCLUSION 

 Othello’s discarded handkerchief inspired this thesis, a maternal gift 

discarded and forgotten. Through the thread of a lost handkerchief and storytelling 

subversions, these literary works textualize a society bereft of (or, at least, not cognizant 

of) the importance of female equality and influence in society. A handkerchief forgotten, 

or do its threads haunt? Frankly, now, after researching these novels, these authors have 

presented grave concern for the future. I was hoping to end this thesis on a high note, but 

I do not think it will be possible; that is, until apathetic complacency awakens to truly 

embrace gender equality.  Although this sounds logical, it will likely never happen. 

Abani’s sarcasm describing a nuclear explosion as a “thick tree “with a dense plume; a 

tree to make Adam cover the inadequacies of his,” may have (subliminally) subverted 

universal unfairness to women (Abani 3). Especially when considering the prominent 

creed of a patriarchy, where Christian tenets blame Eve (who was created from Adam’s 

rib) for giving Adam the apple. In this way, females remain subservient in society, as an 

offshoot and a scapegoat. Even those who do not consider themselves Christian (or 

Monotheists), purblindly live within a social construct based on such tenets. Although 

spiritualism can be essential to a fulfilling life, tenets based on a paradigm subjugating 

one gender over the other encourages and perpetuates inequality.     

All four authors empower their female protagonists with sexual prowess (Emilia, 

Bianca, Asia, Jan, Fred and Nadia), possibly to subvert society’s scrutinization (and 

double-standard) for woman. After all, females seem to be judged more harshly regarding 

virtue, because some literary scholars continue to see Shakespeare’s Handkerchief as 

white instead of black. Critic Ian Smith describes the conundrum: 
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Such habits are made in their interpretive indebtedness to Desdemona’s body and 
a series of corporal and racial assertions embedded in the whiteness of the 
handkerchief …The critical misreading of the black handkerchief in Othello 
recalls Toni Morrison’s assessment in Playing in the Dark of the effects of 
cultural and ideological conditioning. “For reasons that should not need 
explanation here,” she writes, “until very recently, and regardless of the race of 
the author, the readers of virtually all of American fiction have been positioned as 
white. I am interested to know what that assumption has meant to the literary 
imagination.”108 Morrison’s point is that as readers we are subjected to and 
reproduce a dominant “white” ideology that defines what we see and how we 
read. Thus, in addition to situating the play within a performance history, positing 
the implications of the black handkerchief for material race in early modernity, 
this essay has tried to ask what reading whiteness in the handkerchief, despite 
evidence to the contrary, reveals about the habits and intellectual reflexes that 
inform our critical imagination. The essay asks whether this inveterate 
predisposition to see only a white handkerchief functions as an index to inherited 
critical frameworks that continue to circulate and shape the work of reading and 
producing knowledge in the field of early modern studies (Smith 29). 

 

  Wow. Ian Smith (and other critics) present(s) a compelling case about the 

dominant “white” ideology that even impacts literary scholars. I find this research not just 

compelling, but, downright, mortifying. Literary critics are the ones who textualize, 

interpret, and shed light on problematic constructs. Seriously, how will our society 

overcome such obstacles? With such conventions, how can society combat cultural and 

ideological conditioning?  So, maybe Othello’s black maternal handkerchief really does 

haunt our society. After all, it was the only prized possession that shed light on Othello’s 

lineage, and no one seemed to care where it went after Bianca tossed it. Othello’s lineage 

and his mother’s gift should not be ignored. When I began this thesis, I had no idea that 

Shakespeare’s handkerchief was not white. Smith presents a compelling case that 

Othello’s handkerchief is black silk (with strawberries) with no white at all. If some 

literary scholars cannot breakthrough such conventions (which clouds clarity), I am not 

sure if there is any hope for any of the rest of us.  Besides, why does Desdemona’s 
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virginity (and blood on her white bed sheets) even need to be such a topic for debate in 

the first place? Because she is female? I would much rather focus on the maternal gift 

that no one seems to care about. Could this disregard for a maternal gift also align to 

society’s disregard of female equality and regard for Mother Earth?  

Kinkaid’s protagonist Lucy struggles for gender balance. Lucy points directly to 

the British Empire’s gender constraints in the letter to her mother: “I said that she had 

acted like a saint, but that since I was living in the real world, I had really wanted just a 

mother. I reminded her that my whole upbringing has been devoted to preventing me 

from becoming a slut” (Kincaid 127). And why is there not a male word-equivalent for 

slut? Gender double-standard, perhaps? Lucy even realizes that gender inequality was 

actually universal through correspondence with her French pen pal, whose “stamp on her 

letter were always canceled with the French words for liberty, equality and fraternity; on 

mine there were no such words, only the image of a stony-face, sour-mouth woman” 

(Kincaid 136). Lucy acknowledges that “I understand the situation better now; I 

understand that, in spite of those words, my pen pal and I were in the same boat” (Lucy 

136).  Lucy exposes the universal gender bias construct.  She acknowledges that “my 

mother knew me well, as well as she knew herself…whenever I saw her my eyes would 

fill with tears at the thought of how proud she would be at some deed her sons has 

accomplished, I felt a sword go through my heart, for there was no accompanying 

scenario in which she saw me, her only identical offspring, in a remotely similar 

situation” (Kincaid 130). Such a cast on nurture, degrading the female gender, causes 

Lucy’s angst. 
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The gender inequity Abani presents (in The Secret History of Las Vegas) with no 

living mothers beyond its opening pages, indeed, subverts the whole notion of inorganic 

nurture and the family dynamic. Especially when considering the problematic nurture of 

many characters: Sunil, Salazar, Eugene, Brewster, and Asia. All had flashbacks to 

problematic childhoods, and two grew up to be brutal murderers. Sunil was gravely 

affected by his ability to face the problems in society, but his inability or desire to change 

it was likely his real dilemma, so he used cognitive dissonance to combat reality. His 

nurture was problematic and likely the culprit of his struggle. Sunil could never 

completely open up like when he admits (to himself) he must not stay with Jan: “his life 

would never be the same. The mystery of it, the danger of its change, also carried with it 

the terror of healing. He wasn’t ready for that. The ache he felt could never be filled, not 

by her, not by anyone” (Abani 152). It was as if conventional nurture (being forced to 

live with White Alice) affected his attitude toward, and relationships with, women. In 

contrast, Abani’s Asia was abandoned with no nurture, but she perseveres by 

inorganically healing herself through self-nurture, to seek peace of mind, and ego 

resiliency.  

In Hamid’s Exit West mothers go unnamed with all experiencing some sort of 

trauma during an age of technological advancement. The grandmother near San Francisco 

feels unwelcomed in her home, the maid near Los Angeles feels barely tolerated, and the 

youngest mother only recognize her daughter from a social media post. 

Clearly, these authors have subverted the construct of nurture influenced by 

conventions (rooted in racial, gender, and socioeconomic injustice). What does this 

mean? How might it effect cognizance, and what might it mean for the future?  
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Especially when considering smartphone addiction instead of reading novels that 

enlighten, contextualize and subvert problems in society. After all, reading novels can 

make people more aware of complacent apathy (like Abani’s cognitive dissonance) that 

marginalizes those considered other.  

 The counter argument could be that technology has connected the world globally, 

in which science collaborates to find cures for disease, and blog rooms often allow people 

to cyber-connect who would otherwise never have connected. I cannot argue against all 

the positive things that advanced technology has led to, but global inequity remains 

steadfast.  While advances in technology seems to provide more positives than any 

negative ramifications, smartphone addiction continues to increase (Haug 299).  If 

society could somehow re-channel the momentum behind smartphone use to becoming 

more aware rather than lost in solo, self-gratification, there might be hope.  Perhaps, if 

society was made aware of the smartphone abuse, maybe the social ethos could change. 

Maybe everyone could look up, occasionally, to notice what is going on in the world. 

And maybe more people would read novels, join book clubs and reading groups, and read 

a real book, and turn the pages one-by-one, by hand.  Well, it remains to be seen because, 

right now, in the first quarter of the twenty-first century, smartphone addiction has 

become an epidemic, especially among the youngest generations (Jeong 737).  

The maternal gift (inorganically made) from mother to son, tossed away like trash 

in Othello, might just be a foreshadowing of what is to come (especially when 

considering Hamid’s Exit West). The global world, where many seem inseparable from 

their smartphones, might suggest that lack of awareness may be on the rise; in other 

words, if everyone becomes lost “down the byways of the intranet” like Saeed, how will 
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they have time to even notice the lemon tree? These authors have presented a solid case 

of concern in a world lacking inorganic, authentic nurture. Shakespeare’s missing 

handkerchief was the springboard for this thesis, but now I am desperately hoping that 

the storytelling subversions in these novels will be a mean for change.  

Social ethos adherence becomes a barrier, as Abani’s narrator illustrates when 

describing the topography of Sunil’s former and current residences: 

And just like in any major city across Africa, from Cairo to his hometown of 
Johannesburg, the palatial exteriors of the city architecture barely screened the 
seething poverty, the homelessness, and the despair that spread in townships and 
shantytowns as far as the eye could see. But just as there, here in Vegas the 
glamour beguiled and blinded all but those truly intent on seeing, and in this way 
the tinsel of it mocked the obsessive hope of those who flocked there” (Hamid 
30). 
 

A society truly intent “on seeing” will be a quest for change. Nevertheless, Kincaid’s 

troubled relationship with her mother, and the inability to reconcile with a mother 

affected by patriarchal allegiance (by idolizing her sons over her daughter), highlights the 

predicament. Annie Richardson Drew (Kincaid’s mother) did not fulfill the role of a 

loving parent; or, at least, not within the construct of inorganic nurture when a parent 

would love all their siblings equally. To cope, Kinkaid inorganically self-nurtures 

through writing. By the same degree, men can self-nurture to heal, too, or could fulfill the 

role of loving parent just as well as women, if society could break away from gender 

conventions that label females as the primary nurturers. For example, Saeed’s father was 

a loving parental-figure to Nadia over both of her own parents (in Exit West). And for 

(Abani’s protagonist) Sunil, Johnny Ten Ten’s Uncle Ben was a better guardian than 

White Alice could ever be! Societal attitudes (and filters of apathetic complacency) can 

be leads to conventional nurture. Perhaps, society with more female influence could 
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change the global trajectory; unfortunately, the world will never know whether female 

equality could help change the trajectory, because true gender balance seems remote. 

At Abani’s TEDx talk on Humanity he said that “after Apartheid when the new 

government took over the parliament houses, they contained no bathroom facilities for 

women, which means that Apartheid was entirely the business of men” (Hamid TEDx). 

He continued by saying that amid “all the horror and death women do not seem to count, 

that women’s humanity never seems to matter” (Abani, TEDx).  And Hamid’s Exit West 

depicts male militants, corrupt governments, and heinous crimes, all committed by men 

with women as victims or mere spectators. And the mothers in Exit West go unnamed, as 

if they did not have an identity. Hamid presents a compelling case in Saeed’s mother who 

saw a former math student (who was shy with a stutter) now behind a machine gun. And 

her husband (Saeed’s father) contemplates whether he should have pursued wealth in a 

business career rather than becoming a professor. Such indoctrination of the male gender 

while the female gender is marginalized proves extremely problematic for the world, 

holistically. These authors suggest that social ethos should change.  

Considering such, along with Shakespeare’s Othello who was demonized by 

society when not a fearless soldier, what does this say about gender conventions?  What 

has an industrialized global economy inflicted on both genders?  Men are supposed to 

fight, be combative, and women are supposed to shyly stand by their man, or at least on 

the sidelines, marginalized in society because they are female. And the men that do not 

live up to the combative task, likely marginalized and emasculated, made to feel like 

women. After all, Hamid subverts such a dynamic when many interpret Saeed’s 

conscientious boss (just after closing his doors from the militant takeover) in accordance, 
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because “all agreed he was a fine and delicate man, worryingly so, for these were not 

times for such men” (Hamid 70). Another example comes through the thoughts of 

Abani’s Asia “because unlike the asshole john, this john’s vision of himself is not of a 

virile self who dominates women, it is of a saint. When the saint glimpses the monster, if 

his will is too weak, he turns not into the enlightened one but into the worse kind of 

violent man—the kind who will burn the world down (Abani 311). Most of society 

remain unaware that social ethos supports conventions that marginalize those considered 

other; the conformists strengthen gender conventions (of combative-tough males and 

acquiescing-sweet females) through apathetic complacency while marginalizing the 

others. 

 Although	males	who	do	not	acquiesce	(to	their	expected	roles)	become	

marginalized,	there	still seems to be a double-standard because females are judged from 

birth.  And women who are born into an ethnic minority (like Lucy, Asia, and Nadia) not 

only must they conform, but they must then also be accepted; whereas, Jan, Mariah, and 

Fred would merely need to conform to conventions. Such “white privilege” emerges 

when Sunil observes Jan’s cluttered, messy apartment because “whites were safe from 

scrutiny behind their front doors, blacks were always under scrutiny” (Abani 151). This 

point cannot be stressed enough because minorities (like Othello) must always exceed 

expectations to be accepted, from the inequity of the white ruling class majority that, in 

turn, influences social ethos.  

Kincaid points out that no male writers of her genre have ever been accused of 

“being an angry writer,” as she has on several occasions (Franklin).  Women should not 

have to be judged under different standards than men. According to societal conventions, 
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women in a patriarchy (generally speaking) should be demure while men are (generally 

speaking) to be warriors by nature (that is, of course, in accordance to a patriarchy’s 

indoctrination based on social ethos). After all, American society effeminizes the men 

that do not seem to exude testosterone-induced fearlessness. Men are expected to be 

assertive, brave and outspoken, and women, quite the opposite, according to these 

authors. Their subversions of such, through storytelling, can serve as a mean for change. 

As a mean to break away from the stifling effects of gender conventions. 

After all, even when depicting a female character as stronger, they seem to exude 

male traits. For example, the chef in Marin that became Nadia’s lover was described as 

more masculine than feminine, and Abani’s Fred, who stands 6’ 3” (which is unusually 

tall for a female) with short, spiky hair, and smokes cigars (that is not to say that women 

cannot smoke cigars—and Abani makes it work because Salazar and Sunil refused her 

offer to smoke one). It seems frustrating, though, that a female character must exude male 

traits to seem more self-assured, again, rooted to societal-concocted archetypes. But at 

the crux of the Secret History of Las Vegas, a government poisons the poorest citizens 

with nuclear radioactivity and then tries to cover it up through apathy. And this really did 

happen in the history of the United States, and many remain aloof. 

Many remain unaware of the area 51 nuclear testing in the United States that 

toxified the environment for those who lived in the path’s vicinity (the downwinders). 

Abani’s fictional name of “the downwinders” was brilliant. Such ramifications of 

industrialized pollution, combined with the global unrest and war in many countries, has 

created a global disaster. And its ramifications on earth are staggering—nature suffers 

(like the lemon tree in Exit West), landscapes weep (like the willow trees at Abani’s 
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Flakplaas), buildings shatter, and the family dynamic crumbles with nurture skewed, 

according to these novels. And when considering increases in global technology the 

scenario worsens.  

After all, when Saeed and Nadia were without their smartphones (when the cell 

towers went down), “It was as if they were bats that had lost the use of their ears, and 

hence their ability to find things as they flew in the dark” (Hamid 60).  It seems like 

smartphone use has become such an interdependence that most users do feel lost without 

perpetual cyberspace connectivity. The solo nature of a smartphone, as opposed to face to 

face active engagement with others, illustrates the conundrum. And if most people are 

connected to their smartphone then they are not reading novels. They are missing out on 

the art of storytelling based on actual historic events. They are missing out on 

enlightenment. 

Incessant smartphone use seems eerily true to the here and now, during the first 

quarter of the twenty-first century. After all, while writing this thesis, I have checked my 

smartphone device more times than I care to count. Exit West also alludes to widespread 

apathetic dissonance, specifically, society’s lack of cognizance in the westernized tech-

savvy society—unaware, isolated, numbed. Smartphone devices seem to have become so 

much a part of progress, so much a part of developed countries, where most of the 

population (including children) cradle, hold, carry, and stare at their smartphone devices.  

Although phones were once used to connect voices for conversation, today smartphones 

exude and display the latest technological fascinations. Smartphones today represent mini 

computers that serve to separate us from others, including our families, and prevent us 

from being enlightened by a novel—the whole novel experience of turning each page by 
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hand, and reading the words threaded together for storytelling. Somehow, that experience 

seems eons past reading words on a tiny phone’s liquid crystal display screen. Just like 

Saeed, many today continue to be lost “down the byways of the internet,” solo. And, to 

reiterate, the man emerging from a door in Exit West “knew that alone a person is almost 

nothing” (Hamid 40). 

According to current scientific studies, it turns out that smartphones really do 

have addictive implications, and the use of such devices seems to have become embedded 

in the global social ethos. What might the ramifications of such a phenomenon, such a 

hold on every day behavior, mean?  Smartphone use does not involve human interaction 

with others, because using a smartphone involves only one; it is a solo activity, and 

smartphone users usually become immersed like Saeed, who describes it as being “lost 

down the byways of the internet” (Hamid 40). According to a scientific study smartphone 

addiction effects young mothers equivalent to obsessive-compulsive disorder or living 

handicap, it increases risk of depression, and it compromises ego resiliency. Therefore, 

smartphone overuse absolutely effects nurture.  What implications might this have on 

society?  Statistical evidence confirms that smartphone addiction distracts the user from 

their surroundings, and thus, the goings-on in the world.  Younger users are more prone 

to addiction and abuse (including children) and lack of physical activity was noted (Haug 

299). Smartphone addiction can cause depression and mimic symptoms of obsessive-

compulsive disorder. The most devastating aspect about this phenomenon could be 

precreation itself.  If the populous continues to immerse themselves in personal handheld 

devices—a solo activity, performed by only one, then how will individuals engage with 
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others, and procreate? How will we change inequity, especially for those marginalized in 

society, if we are cognitively impaired?   

To become lost “down the byways of the internet,” rather than enlightened by a 

novel could have dire effects on the future (Hamid 40).  If society continues to allow 

absolutes to cloud clarity, as advances in military might increase warfare capabilities for 

the “unmaking of buildings,” (which, in turn, destroys ecosystems) what will be our 

future? (Hamid 66).  What is to come of the planet earth, and humans? These novels 

suggest that patriarchies need to embrace female equality and essence in order to change. 

War and destruction cannot continue indefinitely without dire consequences. The fox 

shredding the diaper in Exit West where no babies were present, may be a warning. After 

all, if it were a disposable diaper it would take hundreds of years to biodegrade (this one 

tiny diaper), while a lemon tree stood “lifeless. . . clung to by a few desiccated leaves” 

(Hamid 94). Both signify mankind’s disregard for the environment in the name of 

warfare and destruction.  

If the human species, in a globally connected industrialized world cannot be 

cognizant of mother earth, its plentitude, female equality, and inorganic nurture, it could 

have dismal outcomes, according to these authors. Perhaps we can mobilize the 

momentum of our tech-savvy wired world to seek change. Together, with smartphone 

connectivity the world could incite awareness to hopefully reshape social ethos for 

universal equity, regardless of gender, ethnicity, race, religion, or sexual orientation. 

Together, we could make a difference; a cyber-media connectivity campaign to instill 

principles of altruism, pluralism, and sustaining ecosystems globally. The subversions 

these authors present, collectively, suggest that we should strive for change—strive for 
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ethics of care (and healing) on all levels. The cyber-savvy mode of communication could 

breakdown filters and barriers that cloud clarity. Perhaps, we should embrace the internet 

mode of communication as Nadia did, who “rode it far out into the world on otherwise 

solitary, stationary nights” (Hamid 41). Abani’s Asia said that women can be 

“shapeshifters” (Abani 309). Hopefully, together, we can reshape our world. Perhaps, 

society should take the advice of Shakespeare: “not to pick bad from bad, but by bad mend” 

(4.3.117).  I will close with Hamid’s poetic words: “clouds gathering, waves tugging at the 

sand like the rasping licks of so many mortal, temporary, vanishing tongues, tongues of a 

planet that would one day too be no more” (Hamid 41).  
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